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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The need for policy action to support innovation and data sharing in the
automotive sector has been emphasised repeatedly in the past years by the European
institutions. As technologies advance at a rapid pace and hold the potential to transform
mobility, devising a regulatory framework that is supportive of technology developments
in the automotive sector to the benefit of all stakeholders is essential. Together with
technological developments, data sharing plays a key role in fostering innovation in the
EU and fully tapping the potential of digitalisation for the single market. The recent
Communication “Shaping Europe’s Digital Future”68 brought the role of data into the
spotlight, emphasising the need for seamless data flows to boost innovation in a variety
of sectors and deliver benefits for citizens. To effectively support data sharing in the
automotive sector, a thorough understanding of the specific challenges and needs in the
sector is necessary. Against this background, the present Study provides a comprehensive
overview of the problems impinging on the development of connected and
automated mobility solutions in the EU, mapping the regulatory barriers and market
deficiencies that have so far hindered car data sharing. The Study relies on an extensive
review of the state-of-the-art as well as detailed input from key stakeholders in the
automotive sector.
Regulatory barriers and market deficiencies
The main barriers and deficiencies which either already impede data sharing or can
potentially have a negative impact on business-to-business (B2B) data sharing for
connected and automated vehicles touch upon a wide ranging set of policy areas, including
personal data protection, liability, strategic barriers, interoperability and skills.
Personal data protection. The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) provides a
comprehensive and trustworthy framework for data protection in the EU. Some aspects of
the GDPR and its implementation can, however, pose challenges. First, as a horizontal
piece of law, the GDPR does not provide detailed rules on sector-specific questions, such
as how consent requirements relate to vehicle-generated data. Second, while anonymised
data does not fall under the scope of the GDPR, guidance is needed on how to implement
anonymisation techniques to ensure full compliance with the GDPR. Finally, legal
fragmentation may occur, as the GDPR leaves room for different interpretations by
national Data protection authorities (DPA) and national courts, impinging on the
cross-border provision of data-based services.
Data ownership and data access rights. Data generated by connected vehicles and
mobility-related applications, and the novel ways in which they can be used raise the
question of who owns the data and what rights different parties have to access such data.
Legal uncertainty surrounding data ownership is a considerable challenge in the sector and
is closely linked to the question of what can be considered personal or non-personal data
when it comes to vehicle-generated data.
Liability and quality of data. As new technologies and data-based applications are
deployed in the field of connected vehicles and mobility, current liability rules become
limited in their ability to clearly determine who is liable for damages that may arise from
the use of new applications and technology solutions.
Strategic barriers to accessing data. In the market for data-based mobility services,
several strategic barriers, which can be intentionally created by existing market players to

68

European Commission (2020), Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council,
the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, Shaping Europe's digital
future,
(COM(2020)
67
final).
Available
at:
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/?uri=COM:2020:67:FIN
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deter entry, may arise. Such challenges may include e.g. the data provider charging
third-party service providers different prices for the same data or prices that are too high
to access data, refusing requests to access data and allowing consumers to purchase
services only from authorised providers. While strategic barriers are not necessarily
anti-competitive, they can hinder the development of a competitive market for data-based
services when used by a player in a dominant position.
Interoperability. Achieving full interoperability is a major outstanding challenge for
creating, storing and exchanging data in the automotive sector. Interoperability barriers
can relate to how data is processed, either within the vehicle (in case of an onboard
application platform) or when data are transmitted from the vehicle to an external server.
In addition, the limited uptake of common standards hinders the ability of data to flow
seamlessly between systems, and can lead to significant costs and barriers for connecting
systems and reusing data.
Digital skills. Finally, the need for data workers with a more multidisciplinary background
is growing, as the processing of in-vehicle data requires cross-cutting skills and a good
understanding of the sector’s specificities (e.g. automotive technology, legal and data
privacy issues, security, and communication). In particular, one of the main challenges for
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) lies in a growing skill mismatch, including a
lack of staff with a good balance of general, technical, digital and transversal skills. Any
shortage is exacerbated by the rapid developments in the digital area, resulting in an
increasing number of unfilled positions.
Preliminary policy recommendations
Digitalisation and emerging technologies are significantly shaping the future of mobility.
Ensuring that the regulatory framework in the EU supports developments in the field is
essential to maximise the potential benefits and mitigate against any risks to stakeholders.
Taking into account the identified challenges, this Study outlines preliminary policy
recommendations in three key areas to support data sharing for connected cars and
automated vehicles.
1. Lift regulatory barriers by:
• Clarifying how specific GDPR provisions apply to vehicle-generated data;
• Ensuring the harmonised implementation of the GDPR across the EU;
• Better defining the scope and application of portability rights for vehicle-generated
data;
• Providing
further guidance
on anonymization techniques
that
are
GDPR-compliant;
• Revising existing legal instruments to properly address liability issues in the
context of emerging technologies; and
• Ensuring a coordinated EU approach to updating existing liability rules.
4. Foster competition and innovation by:
• Developing clear and transparent pricing rules for accessing data;
• Setting up a transparent authorisation process for third-party service providers to
enter the market and provide data-based services, while ensuring the safety and
security of vehicles;
• Increasing transparency about available aftersales services vis-à-vis customers;
and
• Adapting existing EU rules for accessing car-generated data to ensure they remain
effective.
5. Encourage cooperation by:
• Promoting interoperability initiatives and the sharing of best practices;
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•

•

Enhancing synergies between the public and private sectors to support the
exchange and reuse of public and private transport data for integrated mobility
services; and
Facilitating the exchange of knowledge and digital expertise among providers of
data-based mobility services, and especially SMEs.
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Introduction
Mobility is one of the key fields where digitalisation and data sharing can spur innovation
and contribute to policy goals such as developing smart cities. Within the field, the
automotive sector is already exploring how new technologies can be deployed. The
potential of data-based applications is wide-reaching, ranging from applications that
provide more information to the driver about, for instance, road conditions, to connected
vehicles and autonomous cars. To effectively realise these opportunities, data sharing
plays a central part. As technologies advance at a rapid pace, a secure framework for
sharing and accessing data, with clear rights as well as data protection and liability
rules, can foster developments in the automotive sector to the benefit of all stakeholders.
To ensure that the full potential of new mobility applications is tapped, this Study provides
a comprehensive overview of the problems negatively impacting the development
of connected and automated mobility solutions in the EU, mapping the regulatory
barriers and market deficiencies that have so far hindered car data sharing. The Study
relies on an extensive review of the state-of-the-art as well as detailed input from
stakeholders in the automotive sector.
The present analysis of regulatory barriers and market deficiencies is part of the
wider study titled “Big Data and B2B platforms: the next big opportunity for Europe”, 69
which aims to enhance business-to-business (B2B) data sharing in two sectors: healthcare
and automotive. Specific policy initiatives to address the barriers and deficiencies outlined
in this document are presented in a separate report. 70 Similarly, a report on regulatory
barriers and market deficiencies as well as a report detailing policy solutions for health
data sharing and EU-wide B2B health data marketplaces were also prepared, with a
specific focus on type two diabetes data.71
Against this background, this Study is structured as follows:
•
•
•

•
•

•

69
70

71

Section 1 Policy background provides an overview of the recent policy
developments in the field of connected and automated vehicles;
Section 2 Methodology presents the data sources and the analytical approach
adopted in this Study;
Section 3 Market opportunities outlines the different technical solutions to access
in-vehicle data and explores the main mobility services to which enhanced data
sharing in the automotive field would contribute, focusing in particular on market
opportunities stemming from the ‘shared server’ solution;
Section 4 Regulatory barriers describes obstacles related to data protection, data
ownership and liability;
Section 5 Strategic barriers and role for EU interventions lays out the potential
challenges that can arise from limited access to data, including the impact on
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs);
Section 6 Other barriers emphasises the role of data standards and common
frameworks to enable data sharing, discusses the vital role of Internet
infrastructure as well as public-private cooperation for connected and automated
vehicles, outlines the need for qualified workforce to sustain the development of
the sector, and provides an overview of the financial barriers with which SMEs
are faced; and finally

The reference for the study is: EASME/COSME/2018/004.
Report on Recommendations to the EU and national policymakers and an action plan for the creation of shared
EU-wide in-vehicle data platforms. Available as Annex IV of this report.
Report on policy recommendations affecting the creation of EU-wide B2B health data marketplaces and unified
diabetes-related datasets. Available as Annex XVIII of this report.
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•

Section 7 Policy recommendations provides preliminary recommendations based
on the identified regulatory barriers and market deficiencies.
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1. Policy background
The need for policy action to support innovation and data sharing in the
automotive sector has been emphasised repeatedly in the past years by the European
institutions. With rapid technological developments that hold the potential to transform
mobility, ensuring that the regulatory framework can support such developments for the
benefit of all stakeholders is crucial.
In November 2016, the Commission published the Communication “A European strategy
on Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems”72, outlining the activities the
Commission had been undertaking to enable the development of cooperative, connected
and automated mobility solutions, as well as key actions to be undertaken over the
following years. The main activities of the Commission included the launching of the
Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems (C-ITS) Platform in 2014. 73 The C-ITS
Platform brings together public and private stakeholders (including public authorities,
vehicle manufacturers, suppliers, service providers, telecommunication companies, etc.)
and aims to help address the main technical and legal barriers, and propose solutions for
C-ITS deployment in Europe. The Platform published an extensive report of its work in
2017, at the end of the second phase of its activity.74
Following the increasing focus on connected and automated mobility, in March 2018 the
European Parliament adopted a resolution on a European strategy on Cooperative
Intelligent Transport Systems.75 The document set high ambitions for legislative
measures in the field and stressed a number of key areas that should be of focus,
including: adopting rules to enable EU-wide cross-border interoperability, defining a
framework for liability in the field of connected transport, ensuring a level playing field and
security when it comes to storing and accessing in-vehicle data, granting third parties
access to in-vehicle data and promoting competition in the market, as well as protecting
consumer rights.76
Shortly after, in May 2018, the Commission released the Communication “On the road
to automated mobility: An EU strategy for mobility of the future”,77 outlining the
ambition of the Commission “to make Europe a world leader in the deployment of
connected and automated mobility”. One of the key actions consisted in monitoring
data sharing in the field and support data-driven innovation. In this respect, the
Communication stressed that the Commission would “continue monitoring the situation on
access to in-vehicle data and resources and […] consider further options for an enabling
framework for vehicle data sharing to enable fair competition in the provision of services
in the digital single market, while ensuring compliance with the legislation on the
protection of personal data”.78

72

73

74
75

76
77
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European Commission (2016), Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council,
the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, A European strategy on
Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems, a milestone towards cooperative, connected and automated
mobility,
(COM(2016)
766
final).
Available
at:
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/?uri=COM%3A2016%3A766%3AFIN
See: European Commission, “Intelligent transport systems. Cooperative, connected and automated mobility
(CCAM)”. Available at: https://ec.europa.eu/transport/themes/its/c-its_en.
Ibid.
European Parliament (2017), Report on a European strategy on Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems,
(2017/2067(INI)).
Available
at:
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/A-8-20180036_EN.html.
Ibid., art. 41.
European Commission (2018), Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council,
the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, On the road to automated
mobility: An EU strategy for mobility of the future, (COM(2018) 283). Available at: https://eurlex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A52018DC0283
See note 77.
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Recently, the role of data and data sharing for innovation in the EU has come
increasingly under the spotlight. In February 2020, the European Commission laid out an
ambitious digital agenda in the Communication titled “Shaping Europe’s Digital
Future”,79 underpinned by the need for seamless data flows to boost innovation in a
variety of sectors and deliver benefits for citizens. The accompanying Communication “A
Data Strategy for Europe”80 outlined both the challenges that need to be overcome as
well as concrete goals for enhancing data flows, securing more cooperation among
stakeholders and supporting the creation of nine data spaces in key sectors in the EU,
including a ‘European Mobility Data Space’. In particular, the Data Strategy emphasised
the need to improve B2B data sharing and address the underlying problems that have
prevented developments in this field, such as the lack of trust, strategic barriers due to
imbalances in negotiating power and limited economic incentives (such as the fear of losing
competitive advantage), the fear of data misappropriation and the lack of legal clarity.81
Such issues affect multiple sectors, but materialise in different ways depending on the
specificities of the sector at hand. To effectively support data sharing in a given sector, a
thorough understanding of the specific challenges and needs in the sector is necessary.

79

80

81

European Commission (2020), Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council,
the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, Shaping Europe's digital
future,
(COM(2020)
67
final).
Available
at:
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/?uri=COM:2020:67:FIN
European Commission (2020), Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council,
the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, A European strategy for
data,
(COM(2020)
66
final).
Available
at:
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/?uri=COM:2020:66:FIN
Ibid.
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2. Methodology
To highlight the challenges to data sharing for cooperative, connected and automated
mobility in the EU, this Study relies on both desk research and in-depth interviews.

2.1 Desk research
As part of desk research, the relevant literature was reviewed to identify and categorise
both sector-specific and more horizontal market deficiencies as well as the regulatory
barriers that are already impinging on data sharing in the field of connected and automated
mobility in the EU or are expected to have a negative impact on the development of this
field. A variety of sources was used:
•
•
•
•

Academic literature;
Grey literature (policy briefs, national and EU institutions reports, position papers
drafted by relevant associations, etc.);
EU legislation; and
Policy documents accompanying EU legislation (impact assessments, ex post
evaluations, interim evaluations, etc.).

The preliminary desk research revealed four main categories of barriers and market
deficiencies:
•
•
•
•

Regulatory barriers (including issues related to personal data protection, data
ownership rights and liability rules in the EU);
Strategic barriers;
Limited interoperability, standards and technical enablers; and
Knowledge and skills.

2.2 Fieldwork
Based on the results of the desk research, the Study Team drafted interview guidelines
(in English) aiming to identify and assess market deficiencies and regulatory barriers. The
guidelines summarised the main findings of the literature review in order for these to be
validated with market players and policymakers in a structured manner.
The fieldwork activities consisted of 30 in-depth interviews with relevant stakeholders in
the automotive data sharing field. The interviews were conducted in English either
face-to-face or via phone. To ensure adequate coverage of the relevant stakeholders,
interviewees included the following groups (see Table 16 for the full overview of
stakeholders):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Component manufacturer;
Consumer associations;
Original equipment manufacturers (OEMs)/OEM associations;
Providers of data-based services;
Public authorities;
Research and innovation institutions; and
Standardisation organisation.
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Table 16 Overview of the consulted stakeholders
Organisation

Stakeholder group

CLEPA

Component manufacturer

BEUC

Consumer association

FIA Region I

Consumer association

5GAA

OEM/OEM association

ACEA

OEM/OEM association

General Motors

OEM/OEM association

Abertis Autopistas

Provider of data-based services

ASFINAG

Provider of data-based services

Dynniq

Provider of data-based services

HELLASTRON/ATTIKES DIADROMES SA

Provider of data-based services

International Road Transport Union (IRU)

Provider of data-based services

Kybernos GmbH (100% Shareholder of
Mobility Services Hub MSH GmbH)

Provider of data-based services

MOSAIC

Provider of data-based services

TomTom

Provider of data-based services

Finnish Ministry of Transport and
Communications

Public authority

POLIS Network

Public stakeholder

ERTICO-ITS Europe

Research and innovation institution

Information Science Institute, University of
Geneva

Research and innovation institution

UNINOVA

Research and innovation institution

University of Luxembourg

Research and innovation institution

CITA

Standardisation organisation

IEEE

Standardisation organisation

Note: In addition to the stakeholders listed in the table, eight additional stakeholders participated in the
in-depth interviews, but preferred to remain anonymous: four providers of data-based services, one public
authority, and three research and innovation institutions.
Source: Authors’ own elaboration.
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The interviews were based on a questionnaire containing a mix of Likert-scale questions82
and open questions to give the interviewees more room for qualitative input. The Study
Team computed descriptive statistics for Likert-scale questions (namely the stakeholders’
answers based on a 1 to 5 scale) and compared the answers across stakeholder groups
where noteworthy differences were recorded. In addition, the qualitative information
provided during the interviews was aggregated, compared and summarised to support and
complement desk research analysis. Special attention was paid to obstacles affecting
SMEs.

82

Likert-type questions help structure the answers of respondents based on a given scale. For this Study,
respondents were asked to provide their feedback on a series of potential barriers by referring to a scale
from (1) to (5), where the scores captured the extent to which each potential barrier impacts B2B data
sharing: 1 - not at all; 2 - to a limited extent; 3 - to some extent; 4 - to a high extent; 5 - to the fullest
extent.
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3. Market opportunities
This Section focuses on potential market opportunities stemming from
vehicle-generated data. More specifically, it first presents the different technical
solutions available in the automotive industry to access in-vehicle data and summarises
the pros and cons of each solution. Second, it illustrates the main mobility services that
would benefit from vehicle-generated data. Finally, it provides an overview of the main
market opportunities stemming from the ‘shared server’ solution, i.e. the technical solution
which is piloted in the overall Project to which this Study belongs.

3.1 Technical solutions to access vehicle-generated data
Working Group (WG) 6 of the C-ITS Platform83 explored different technical solutions to
access in-vehicle data and resources, which can be classified into two main groups:
solutions inside and solutions outside the vehicle.84
Solutions inside the vehicle imply that data are accessed directly in the vehicle. In this
context, two main options are available:
•

•

An on-board application platform, which enables the unified deployment of
certified applications and their subsequent execution directly in the vehicle,
including access to in-vehicle resources to host applications and display them on
the vehicle’s human-machine interface; and
An in-vehicle interface, which allows the connection to the vehicle of external
devices (including smartphones, tablets or laptops),85 where the relevant
applications are executed by relying on vehicle-generated data. Unlike the onboard application platform, applications processing the data are run outside the
vehicle system.

By contrast, solutions outside the vehicle usually rely on an external data server. Data
from the vehicle are directly sent to a back-end server; both car data and the application
processing the data are controlled outside the vehicle system. In this context, three main
options are available:
•

•

•

83

84

85

The extended vehicle, which is a solution developed by OEMs for the secure
transmission of car-generated data through an encrypted communication channel
to the OEM’s backbone server; the latter is the main server then ensuring the
transmission of data to service providers (see Figure 26);
The shared server, which features the same technical service platform
infrastructure as the extended vehicle, with one main difference: the OEM backbone
server managed by the vehicle manufacturer is replaced by a shared server
operated by a neutral server provider (see Figure 27), selected and controlled by
a consortium representing all relevant stakeholders; and
The B2B marketplace, which features a similar architecture to the other two
solutions but introduces an additional layer (i.e. ‘the marketplace’) between the

The C-ITS Platform consists of several WGs, each focusing on specific issues, such as data protection, security
and standardisation. The WG 6 of the Platform has focused on technical issues related to access to in-vehicle
data and resources. See: European Commission, “Intelligent transport systems. Cooperative, connected and
automated mobility (CCAM)”. Available at : https://ec.europa.eu/transport/themes/its/c-its_en
For
further
details,
please
see
C-ITS
Platform
(2016),
Final
Report.
Available
at:
https://ec.europa.eu/transport/sites/transport/files/themes/its/doc/c-its-platform-final-report-january2016.pdf
See for instance: http://openxcplatform.com/vehicle-interface/concepts.html
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external server(s) and the service providers. Similarly to the extended vehicle
solution, car-generated data are transferred in an encrypted process to the OEM’s
backbone server but then forwarded to the ‘marketplace’, from which service
providers can access such data (see Figure 28). Ideally, an association consisting
of all relevant stakeholders could control the marketplace.
Figure 26: Extended vehicle architecture

Source: TRL (2017) for the European Commission, Access to In-vehicle Data and Resources - Final Report,
p.46.

Figure 27: Shared server architecture

Source: TRL (2017) for the European Commission, Access to In-vehicle Data and Resources - Final
Report,p.47.
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Figure 28: B2B marketplace architecture

Source: TRL (2017) for the European Commission, Access to In-vehicle Data and Resources - Final Report,
p.47.

In addition to the solutions laid out in the report of the WG 6 of the C-ITS Platform, in
2016 the European Automobile Manufacturers’ Association (ACEA) introduced the concept
of ‘neutral server’,86 building on the extended vehicle model. Such a neutral server gathers
data from the servers of multiple vehicle manufacturers and makes them available to
service providers. The server is operated by server providers who have a B2B agreement
with the vehicle manufacturers and can ensure data protection and security. In this model,
vehicle manufacturers are not responsible for financing or operating the neutral server. As
an example, HERE Technologies, a global actor in mapping and providing location-based
services, has introduced a neutral server solution, through car sensor capabilities to collect
information, for safe and secure third-party access.87 Daimler is the first car manufacturer
to make car sensor data available to third party service providers via the “HERE neutral
server”.
Pros and cons
Each of the technical solutions listed above presents advantages and drawbacks, and
different stakeholders of the automotive value chain appear to have strong preference for
certain solutions over others.88
Solutions inside the vehicle allow providers of data-based services to interact directly
and seamlessly with the driver of the vehicle. In addition, such solutions enable access to
real-time vehicle-generated data. In the long-run, the best solution to level the playing
field in the market for data-based services seems to be the on-board application platform,

86

87

88

ACEA (2016), Access to vehicle data for third-party services, ACEA Position Paper, December 2016. Available
at:
https://www.acea.be/uploads/publications/ACEA_Position_Paper_Access_to_vehicle_data_for_thirdparty_services.pdf
See https://www.bloomberg.com/press-releases/2020-01-07/here-technologies-boosting-the-car-sensordata-ecosystem-here-introduces-neutral-server-for-safe-and-secure-third-party-access
TRL (2017) for the European Commission, Access to In-vehicle Data and Resources - Final Report, pp. 101118. Available at: https://ec.europa.eu/transport/sites/transport/files/2017-05-access-to-in-vehicle-dataand-resources.pdf
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enabling real-time and safety-critical applications;89 this conclusion is supported by a
coalition of stakeholders featuring mobility services providers, insurers, consumers and
SME representatives.90 However, the solutions inside the vehicle may suffer from security
issues (see also Section 4.3.3).91 In addition, the in-vehicle interface is subject to other
shortcomings, such as the fact that connected devices are not always allowed by law, as
their use may distract the driver and generate safety problems. As a new regulatory
framework is needed for solutions inside the vehicle, in all probability considerable time
will be needed for such solutions to be effectively developed and deployed,
leaving the data sharing landscape in the EU in a stalemate in the meantime.
Solutions outside the vehicle face some limitations when it comes to direct interaction
with the driver as well as access to real-time data.92 Nonetheless, they present
non-negligible advantages. The extended vehicle, which is the solution currently
implemented by most OEMs,93 seems to reduce safety and security concerns, and offers
several benefits, such as ensuring the protection of vehicle users’ personal data via a
double consent system (see also Section 0) and allowing third parties to access data
without any need to invest in additional servers or in a vehicle adapter. With this solution,
however, OEMs are in the position to limit access to data by third parties. 94 Moreover,
recent literature assessing the impact of the extended vehicle shows some concerns at
legal (e.g., the lack of legislation would pose challenge to, inter alia, European authorities
to access data and thus ensure road safety), technological (e.g., a close proprietary
system to access data may hamper incentives to innovate) and competitive (e.g., OEMs
would most likely charge high prices to access data, which would ultimately reduce
competition as well as consumer welfare) level.95 In the same vein, although all types of
stakeholders can access the B2B marketplace, this solution faces similar problems to those
under the extended vehicle approach, as OEMs still control back-end servers. As a result,
service providers are still in a weaker bargaining position when it comes to terms and
conditions for access to vehicle-generated data.
The shared server is considered the best available option to grant equal and fair data
access to all relevant stakeholders and, in turn, create a level playing field in the market
for data-based services. This is the most promising short- to medium-term solution,
ensuring an intermediate step towards fair and equal data sharing for cooperative,
connected and automated mobility in the EU. 96 The shared server solution faces, however,

Whether an on-board application platform is able to offer an equal access to all stakeholders depends on how
it is regulated. See note 88, p. 8.
90
For further details, please see: Manifesto for Fair Digitalization Opportunities. Available at:
https://www.grupoaseguranza.com/adjuntos/fichero_25280_20180423.pdf
91 See note 88, pp. 42,45.
92 In certain cases, real-time or near real-time data may enable the provision of enhanced applications. For
instance, safety-critical systems demand a latency of a few milliseconds, while for other systems a latency
of a few hundred milliseconds may be acceptable. While real-time data provision is typical for on-board
application platforms, vehicles which are connected with external servers (extended, neutral, shared) can
only provide data at rest or near-real-time data, in the best case.
93 Importantly, not all OEMs have followed such approach. For instance, GM and Ford, among others, have opted
for an on-board application platform. See for example, Quantalyse Belgium, Schönenberger Advisory
Services (2019), The Automotive Digital Transformation and the Economic Impacts of Existing Data Access
Models,
Technical
Report,
p.
46.
Available
at:
https://www.fiaregion1.com/wpcontent/uploads/2019/03/The-Automotive-Digital-Transformation_Full-study.pdf; and Knobloch & Gröhn
(2018) for FIGIEFA, Telematics systems available for 3rd Parties in comparison to OEMs telematics systems
(Study Report based on practical field tests and Internet Research). Available at: https://www.figiefa.eu/wpcontent/uploads/Presentation.pdf
94 See, among others, CLEPA (2019), Position Paper on Access to In-Vehicle Data and Resources; ETRMA (2019),
Tyre Industry Use Cases That Require Direct Access to In-Vehicle Data; and Quantalyse Belgium,
Schönenberger Advisory Services (2019), The Automotive Digital Transformation and the Economic Impacts
of Existing Data Access Models (see note 93)
95 For an overview of the recent literature, see Quantalyse Belgium, Schönenberger Advisory Services (2019),
The Automotive Digital Transformation and the Economic Impacts of Existing Data Access Models, pp. 5355 (see note 93).
96 See note 88, p. 149.
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challenges with regard to its orchestration, which requires a complex data governance
structure. In addition, cooperation between the various actors controlling the shared
server may imply a fragmented responsibility and slow down the introduction of remedies
to security vulnerabilities or data breaches.
Most of the stakeholders interviewed for this Study believe that solutions inside the
vehicle are the best ones to improve data-based mobility services while generating
economic and social benefits for the European industry and SMEs. Among the different
solutions outside the vehicle, the shared server is the most preferred one to create new
data-based business models in the EU, closely followed by the B2B marketplace (Figure
29).
Figure 29: To what extent do you believe that the following solutions may
contribute to developing new business models in the EU to improve data-based
mobility services while generating economic and social benefits for the
European industry and SMEs?

On-board application platform

3.48 (14)

In-vehicle interface

3.62 (13)

Extended vehicle

2.81 (16)

Shared server

3.43 (15)

B2B marketplace

3.35 (13)
1

2

3

4

5

Note: Results are not statistically representative; Likert scale: from 1 (not at all) to 5 (to the fullest extent).
The figure shows the average score of answers and the number of respondents.
Source: Authors’ own elaboration on in-depth interviews.

When looking at the specific categories of respondents consulted for this Study,
unsurprisingly the extended vehicle is the solution most favoured by OEMs, while the onboard application platform is strongly supported by consumer associations and component
manufacturers. Interestingly, providers of data-based services as well as standard
organisations identified the shared server as the best solution. Research institutions
explained that all solutions are roughly comparable for research purposes, with the
exception of the extended vehicle, which is ranked lower. Although public authorities
attributed a higher score to solutions inside the vehicle (mainly for security reasons), they
emphasised that any chosen solution should ensure high levels of safety and security,
grant fair access to data, and enable innovation and market competition.
Finally, Figure 30 shows that, overall, SMEs prefer solutions inside the vehicle and the
shared server to develop new data-based mobility services in the EU. The lower scores
attributed to the B2B marketplace and the extended vehicle solutions may reflect concerns
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by SMEs about their weaker power to bargain terms and conditions to access in-vehicle
data.97
Figure 30: To what extent do believe that the following solutions may
contribute to developing new business models in the EU to improve data-based
mobility services while generating economic and social benefits for the
European industry and SMEs? (Breakdown by SMEs and large companies)

On-board application platform

3.18 (11)
3.67 (3)

In-vehicle interface

3.30 (10)
3.67 (3)
3.17 (12)

Extended vehicle

Large company

2.25 (4)

SME
3.50 (12)
3.67 (3)

Shared server

3.55 (11)

B2B marketplace

3.00 (2)
1

2

3

4

5

Note: Results are not statistically representative; Likert scale: from 1 (not at all) to 5 (to the fullest extent).
The figure shows the average score of answers and the number of respondents.
Source: Authors’ own elaboration on in-depth interviews.

3.2 Data-based mobility services
The global megatrends in the automotive industry, including electric cars, shared mobility,
car connectivity and autonomous vehicles, have triggered an unprecedented explosion in
car data, with significant potential for new and profitable business models. More
specifically, these trends have led to the proliferation of new data-enabled services and
features. The European automotive aftermarket generated a value of approximately €235
billion in 2019. The digitalisation of the sector should further boost this market, which is
expected to reach a value of €335 billion in 2025. Accordingly, Europe would become the
biggest market for connected car services, followed by China and the United States (US). 98
In addition to global megatrends, the consumers’ positive attitude towards services
based on in-vehicle data and their willingness to share data also play a decisive role,
paving the way for promising market opportunities in the EU. In 2015, a survey of
consumers from 12 European countries who live in a car-owning household and travel by
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European Commission (2020), Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council,
the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, A European strategy for
data, (COM(2020) 66 final), p. 7. Available at: https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/communicationeuropean-strategy-data-19feb2020_en.pdf
For more information, please see: https://www.marketdataforecast.com/market-reports/europe-automotiveaftermarket-market
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car showed that the vast majority of consumers were interested in connected cars (76%),
some already owning one (6%) or planning to buy such a vehicle (18%). 99
This Section looks into five categories of mobility services that would benefit from
vehicle-generated data (Figure 31):
•
•
•
•
•

insurance services;
park and ride services;
predictive maintenance;
safety and emergency services; and
other services based on vehicle usage.
Figure 31: Data-based mobility services

Source: Authors’ own elaboration.

Most of the stakeholders interviewed for this Study agree that all these services
represent interesting business opportunities for the EU industry and SMEs (Figure 32 and
Figure 33). These results are in line with the Commission’s public consultation on Building
Trust in Connected and Automated Mobility,100 which reports that 98% of the respondents
(630) acknowledge the existence of business opportunities resulting from the reuse of
non-personal, vehicle-generated data. This aligns well also with the results of a study
carried out by Otonomo,101 which shows that 92% of the respondents (car drivers/future
car buyers) are interested in real-time alerts about dangerous driving conditions, early
detection of necessary maintenance and repairs, and faster response times for emergency
services.

FIA Region I (2016), What Europeans think about connected cars, p. 1. Available at: fiaregion1.com/wpcontent/uploads/2017/06/FIA-Survey-Brochure-2016-web.pdf
100 European Commission (2018), Summary Report on the open public consultation on Connected and Automated
Mobility (CAM). Available at: https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/summary-report-openpublic-consultation-connected-and-automated-mobility-cam
101 Otonomo (2018), What Drivers Think About Connected Car Data and Privacy, p. 4. Available at:
info.otonomo.io/connectedcarsurvey
99
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Figure 32: To what extent may the following services represent promising
market opportunities for the EU industry and SMEs?

Insurance

3.76 (25)

Park & ride

3.62 (26)

Predictive maintenance

3.93 (27)

Safety & emergency

3.82 (25)

Vehicle usage

3.72 (25)
1

2

3

4

5

Note: Results are not statistically representative; Likert scale: from 1 (not at all) to 5 (to the fullest extent).
The figure shows the average score of answers and the number of respondents.
Source: Authors’ own elaboration on in-depth interviews.

Figure 33: To what extent may the following services represent promising
market opportunities for the EU industry and SMEs? (Breakdown by SMEs and
large companies)

3.50 (4)

Insurance

4.00 (14)
3.55 (4)

Park & ride

4.00 (14)
4.00 (4)
3.75 (14)

Predictive maintenance

Large company
SME

3.35 (4)

Safety & emergency

4.00 (14)
4.00 (4)

Vehicle usage

3.33 (14)

1

2

3

4

5

Note: Results are not statistically representative; Likert scale: from 1 (not at all) to 5 (to the fullest extent).
The figure shows the average score of answers and the number of respondents.
Source: Authors’ own elaboration on in-depth interviews.

Insurance services. The increasing availability of in-vehicle data has brought a new
trend of personalised car insurance schemes. Such schemes rely on the main idea that
instead of paying a fixed insurance price, drivers pay a premium calculated depending on
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their personal driving characteristics. Sub-categories of this usage-based insurance102
include: i) the pay-as-you-drive scheme, where the premium is determined by the
annual mileage or the time of the day travelling; ii) the pay-how-you-drive scheme,
accounting for driving behaviours such as harsh braking and acceleration events; and (iii)
the pay-at-the-pump scheme, which takes fuel consumption into account. 103 Data
needed for calculating the insurance premium may include seatbelt usage, Global
Positioning System (GPS) location, engine speed, acceleration, fuel, trip frequency and
time, combined with road conditions and light or weather sensors data.104
CEPS105 suggests that this new concept of insurance using car-generated data may
generate positive impacts on driver behaviour in terms of traffic safety and vehicle
maintenance. Dimitrios et al.106 see further advantages on traffic congestion and reduction
in fuel consumption. The impact is generated as drivers are given financial incentives (i.e.
pay a lower insurance premium) to improve/adjust their driving characteristics. Low-risk
drivers (those with lower mileage and safer driving behaviours) may benefit from this
innovative insurance concept. Thanks to technology advancement and data availability, a
gradual global transition towards usage-based insurance schemes in the future is
envisaged.107 This trend is also confirmed by most of the stakeholders consulted for this
Study.
Despite the promising outlook, data-based insurance schemes still raise some
concerns. First, what type of data would be needed is still unclear: personal or aggregated
data, real-time or historical data. Second, insurers might need to deal with the installation
of the telematics devices108 and the administrative costs related to data collection and
analysis, as well as address issues of accuracy and compatibility of the data. The third
challenge relates to the validity of the driver scoring, i.e. the correlation between the
measured driving characteristics (the collected data) and the actual risk profile of the
driver. Determining the driver scoring scheme is crucial and falls under the responsibility
of the insurance companies themselves.109 From the consumers’ perspective, a poorly
designed driver scoring scheme might lead to higher insurance rates, despite the upfront
discount offered by insurance companies to new usage-based insurance customers.
Finally, stakeholders raised concerns about data privacy and data ownership under
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One may note that usage-based insurance services are a specific case of services based on vehicle usage.
See, inter alia, Tselentis, D.I., Yannis, G. & Vlahogianni, E.I. (2016), Innovative insurance schemes: pay
as/how you drive,
Transportation Research Procedia,
vol.
14,
p.
367.
Available at:
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2352146516300898; and Litman, T.A. (2002),
Implementing
Pay-As-You-Drive
Vehicle
Insurance:
Policy
Options,
p.
2.
Available
at:
www.ippr.org/files/uploadedFiles/events/ToddLitman.pdf?noredirect=1
Iqbal, M.U. & Lim, S. (2006), A Privacy Preserving GPS-based Pay-as-You-Drive Insurance System,
International Global Navigation Satellite Systems Society Symposium.
CEPS, LIST & UCC (2016), Study on the role of digitalisation and innovation in creating a true single market
for
retail
financial
services
and
insurance,
p.
173.
Available
at:
ceps.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2016/12/DigitalisationFinSvcs.pdf
Tselentis, D.I., Yannis, G. & Vlahogianni, E.I. (2016), Innovative insurance schemes: pay as/how you drive,
Transportation
Research
Procedia,
vol.
14,
p.
367.
Available
at:
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2352146516300898
Ernst & Young (2016), Introducing ‘Pay How You Drive’ (PHYD) Insurance that rewards safe driving, p. 5.
Available
at:
eycomstg.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/ey-introducing-pay-how-you-driveinsurance/$FILE/ey-introducing-pay-how-you-drive-insurance.pdf
A telematics device, or a black box, is a device plugged into the car’s on-board diagnostic system port. The
box usually contains a GPS unit capturing data on the vehicle location, a motion sensor showing how the car
is driven and a SIM card to transmit the data. The device allows the insurer to track the insured driver by
capturing plenty of information on his/her driving style such as cornering, swerving, braking, speed and
acceleration. For more details, please see: CEPS, LIST & UCC (2016), Study on the role of digitalisation and
innovation in creating a true single market for retail financial services and insurance, pp. 175-176. Available
at:
https://www.ceps.eu/ceps-publications/study-role-digitalisation-and-innovation-creating-true-singlemarket-retail-financial/
Skog, I., Bonawiede, F., Welch, R., Ohlsson, J., Händel, P., Wahlström, J. & Ohlsson, M. (2014), Insurance
Telematics: Opportunities and Challenges with the Smartphone Solution, p. 9.
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user-based insurance schemes. The limit to which insurance companies have access to
personal data and whether they are the owners of the data generated by the devices
installed in the vehicles are still open questions (see also the discussion on data ownership
in Box 2, Section 0).
Park and ride services. Vehicle-generated data can be used to provide information on
the availability of parking spaces or the number of vehicles parked in the parking lots and
facilitate automatic parking payment. Together with other intelligent solutions (such as
traffic management, smart mobility, smart waste management and smart health
management), smart parking technology contributes to the ‘smart city’ concept.110 One of
the main benefits of park and ride services for customers is time saving. A McKinsey’s
survey111 showed that consumers are highly interested in parking services and are willing
to share data in exchange for services reducing the time spent to look for available parking
spots. While this type of services offers obvious market opportunities, the stakeholders
consulted for this Study overall attributed a slightly lower score to park and ride services
compared to other services based on car-generated data. This is because the provision of
park and ride services mostly relies on data that are already outside the vehicle (e.g. park
locations, number of available places, opening hours, restrictions on the duration of stay,
etc.).
Predictive maintenance. Based on vehicle-generated data indicators can be computed
that provide vehicle owners with information on the vehicle’s condition, thus allowing for
corrective maintenance scheduling and unexpected vehicle failure prevention. Compared
to traditional maintenance, this service offers major benefits, including reduced
maintenance costs, improved vehicle performance and traffic safety, optimised repair
parts replacement and reduced unplanned stops.112
The important advantages of predictive maintenance using in-vehicle data and strong
consumers’ interest in this category of services are confirmed by the stakeholders
consulted for this Study (see Figure 32). Such results are consistent with those stemming
from a study conducted by FIA Region I,113 which concludes that consumers show the
highest willingness to share data (such as vehicle breakdown diagnostic data) in exchange
for repair and maintenance services.
Third-party service providers, SMEs in particular, are however concerned by the provision
of this category of services via the extended vehicle solution. Despite the enforcement of
EU regulations that aim to grant equal access to repair and maintenance
information114 (RMI) (see also Section 4.2), several stakeholders argued that OEMs may
limit such access to authorised repairers and professional fleet management companies.
For instance, while a ‘two-pass repair’ (i.e. an inspection visit to identify the parts and
skills required, and a second to carry out the repair) is often needed to perform a
maintenance service, having a direct and real-time access to in-vehicle data helps detect

Juniper Research (2017), Smart Cities – What’s in it for citizens?, p. 11. Available at: newsroom.intel.com/wpcontent/uploads/sites/11/2018/03/smart-cities-whats-in-it-for-citizens.pdf
111
McKinsey (2016), Monetizing car data: New service business opportunities to create new customer benefits,
p.
14.
Available
at:
mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Industries/Automotive%20and%20Assembly/Our%20Insights/Monetizin
g%20car%20data/Monetizing-car-data.ashx
112 Chaudhuri, A. (2018), Predictive Maintenance for Industrial IoT of Vehicle Fleets using Hierarchical Modified
Fuzzy Support Vector Machine. Available at: arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1806/1806.09612.pdf
113
FIA Region I (2016), What Europeans Think about Connected Cars, p. 11. Available at:
https://www.fiaregion1.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/FIA-Survey-Brochure-2016-web.pdf
114 Regulation (EC) No 715/2007 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 June 2007 on type approval
of motor vehicles with respect to emissions from light passenger and commercial vehicles (Euro 5 and Euro
6) and on access to vehicle repair and maintenance information, OJ L 171, 29.6.2007, pp. 1-16; Commission
Regulation (EU) No 461/2010 of 27 May 2010 on the application of Article 101(3) of the Treaty on the
Functioning of the European Union to categories of vertical agreements and concerted practices in the motor
vehicle sector, OJ L 129, 28.5.2010, pp. 52-57.
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the engine problem swiftly, resulting in a ‘one-pass repair’ (i.e. the problem is first
detected remotely and only one visit to the repairer is needed). Predictive maintenance
data is a great asset that allows the repairer to detect the problem remotely and,
depending on the severity of the problem, to repair it also remotely.115 If this data remains
in the hands of OEMs, the latter would be able to significantly improve the maintenance
service by making it very attractive to customers. On top of data access barriers, third
parties willing to develop predictive maintenance services may face other obstacles. For
instance, OEMs may keep customers in their network by proposing extended warranties
and customer loyalty programmes. According to FIA Region I,116 many customers may
believe that not using OEM parts and service during the warranty period may invalidate it.
In the current regulatory framework, the association117 estimates total losses for the
independent aftermarket linked to potential impacts of the extended vehicle model at
around €65 billion by 2030.
Safety and emergency services. Car data can be utilised for hazardous location
notification, road works and traffic jam ahead warning, dynamic speed limits, slow or
stationary vehicle warning, probe vehicle data services, etc. Safety and emergency
services can help improve individual safety and enhance traffic flow. While all stakeholders
consulted for this Study, including SMEs (see Figure 33), agree that such services have
the full potential to generate societal benefits and can be very attractive for vehicle users,
some respondents believe that the provision of safety and emergency services falls to a
large extent within the responsibility of public authorities, thus limiting market appeal.
Market opportunities would still stem from: i) public authorities contracting private
companies for the provision of such services; and ii) personalised services which would
better fit the preferences and driving habits/behaviour of drivers.
Other services based on vehicle usage. As mentioned above, car sensors and GPS are
capable of capturing data showing how the vehicle has been driven (car location, speed,
crashes, overload, etc.). This type of data is of particular value for services based on
vehicle usage. On top of usage-based insurance services, driving-related data can be used
for toll fee/road tax payment services or for the used-car sales market. More specifically,
vehicle usage data can be used to calculate a ‘used-car usage score’, which gives
information on the precise conditions of the vehicle. This ‘usage score’ brings
concrete/solid proof of the car quality, enabling resellers to sell cars at a more accurate
price and buyers to reduce the uncertainty of buying cars from an unknown seller.
While seeing clear advantages deriving from services based on vehicle usage,
stakeholders, and especially SMEs, (see Figure 33) still find fewer market opportunities
for these services than for insurance and predictive maintenance services (see Figure 32).
First, stakeholders emphasise that opportunities depend on the different types of vehicle
usage data. More specifically, a more limited market potential can be realised if data purely
relate to the characteristics of the vehicles rather than revealing the behaviour of the
vehicle users. Consulted stakeholders see more room for developing services on driving
habits and behaviour. For instance, a warning on road and weather conditions could be
tailored to the driver's preferences. However, developing such a service requires data on
such preferences. Second, several stakeholders point to consumers’ (data subjects)
reluctance to share data related to vehicle usage. Results from a 2016 McKinsey study
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Rio, R. (2016), Industrial IoT-Enabled Remote Monitoring Improves OEM Service Performance, ARC Insights.
Available
at:
https://info.seeq.com/hubfs/Content%20Pieces/ARC%20Industrial%20IoTEnabled%20Remote%20Monitoring%20Improves%20OEM%20Service%20Performance.pdf
Quantalyse Belgium, Schönenberger Advisory Services (2019), The Automotive Digital Transformation and
the Economic Impacts of Existing Data Access Models, p. 19 (see note 93)
Ibid., p. 7.
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corroborate this argument.118 The study found that surveyed consumers classified vehicle
usage data in between purely ‘technical data’ (which might be associated with
maintenance services, for instance) and ‘personal data’. The report emphasised a lower
willingness to both share ‘personal data’ and purchase vehicle usage related services due
to the privacy concerns, which are instead less relevant when it comes to predictive
maintenance services.
Besides the five categories of services discussed in this Section, data generated by vehicles
could also be exploited to develop adaptive traffic management services, as some of
the consulted stakeholders emphasised. Vehicle-generated data can facilitate short-range
communications between two cars (vehicle-to-vehicle or V2V) and between the vehicles
and the road infrastructure (vehicle-to-infrastructure or V2I), including supporting
components such as traffic lights, lane markings, etc. Such infrastructure, capable of
exchanging and transmitting data with vehicles, would enable public authorities to monitor
the traffic flow on a certain road segment (such as braking, acceleration or accidents) and
send predictive messages to road users in case of danger or to regulate traffic.
Vehicle-generated data could help develop traffic strategies to improve road safety and
reduce congestion.119 Finally, other promising data-based mobility services would include
car sharing/leasing, automated driving services (e.g. parking automated services),
payment at filling stations, battery level maintenance for electrical cars and ‘tire as a
service’ 120 (i.e. using the tire as a sensor to make driving behaviour more efficient).
Finally, the smart cities of the future could try to improve mobility and avoid traffic
congestion by relying on integrated solutions such as ‘mobility as a service’ (MaaS)
platforms. MaaS platforms allow travellers to optimise their journey by choosing between
a variety of modes of transport, beyond the traditional urban public transport options, for
instance bikes, private hire or car clubs. By way of example, Transport for London has
created a MaaS platform and made its data open to all app developers. The platform offers
real-time data and the flow of data is two ways, i.e. Transport for London shares its data
with app developers and app developers share anonymised data on the trips of their users
with Transport for London. The ultimate goal is to improve the general mobility experience
by sharing public in-vehicle data with other mobility services.121

3.3 Data-based mobility services enabled by the shared server solution
This Section focuses on the market opportunities that can potentially stem from the
shared server solution. More specifically, the stakeholders consulted for this Study were
asked to take into consideration the pros and cons of the shared server model to assess
the market potential of the data-based mobility services described in Section 0. Safety
and emergency, vehicle usage services, and park and ride services tend to have similar
scores irrespective of the technical solution adopted. By contrast, the shared server
solution may lead to more limited opportunities when it comes to insurance services and
predictive maintenance (see Figure 34).

McKinsey (2016), Monetizing car data: New service business opportunities to create new customer benefits,
p.
16.
Available
at:
mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Industries/Automotive%20and%20Assembly/Our%20Insights/Monetizin
g%20car%20data/Monetizing-car-data.ashx
119 Conde Bento, L., Parafita, R. & Nunes, U. (2012), Intelligent traffic management at intersections supported
by V2V and V2I communications, 15th International IEEE Conference on Intelligent Transportation Systems, pp.
1495-1496.
120 By way of example, please see: https://digital.hbs.edu/platform-rctom/submission/michelin-tires-as-aservice/
121 London Assembly - Transport Committee (2018), Future transport. How is London responding to technological
innovation, p. 33. Available at: https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/future_transport_report__final.pdf
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Figure 34: To what extent can the shared server solution enable the provision
of the following data-based mobility services in the EU? (Comparison between
shared server potential and overall potential presented in Figure 7)

3.19 (21)

Insurance

3.76 (25)
3.52 (22)
3.62 (26)

Park & ride

3.04 (23)

Predictive maintenance

3.93 (27)
3.88 (21)
3.82 (25)

Safety & emergency

3.76 (21)
3.72 (25)

Vehicle usage

1

2

Score under shared server solution

3

4

5

Score under any technical solution

Note: Results are not statistically representative; Likert scale: from 1 (not at all) to 5 (to the fullest extent).
The figure shows the average score of answers and the number of respondents.
Source: Authors’ own elaboration on in-depth interviews.

As for insurance services, the lower score in the shared server approach reflects first
the argument of certain stakeholders that such services can be independent of the server.
More specifically, the installation and use of telematics devices in the vehicle already
allows insurance companies to collect data needed for their services without passing
through the shared server. Second, from the OEMs’ perspective, the shared server solution
might not serve insurance services the best. Instead, some OEMs suggest that data can
be shared through direct B2B agreements between OEMs and insurers. Finally, some
stakeholders are concerned that including insurance companies in the group of
stakeholders monitoring the shared server may affect consumers’ trust. As a result, drivers
may be reluctant to give their consent to share car-generated data with the server. When
it comes to predictive maintenance, the shared server is considered crucial to allow
access on a non-discriminatory basis to RMI data. However, some stakeholders argue that
the OEMs would still dominate the predictive maintenance market. As previously
discussed, in addition to data access barriers (which can be addressed to some extent
by relying on a shared server solution), consulted stakeholders see room for OEMs to
encourage car owners to use their predictive maintenance services by proposing
extended warranties and customer loyalty programmes.
When looking at SMEs, the shared server model offers big market opportunities to develop
data-based mobility services. As discussed above (see Figure 30), the shared server is
among the technical solutions preferred by SMEs. Therefore, they are rather
optimistic when it comes to the market opportunities stemming from this technical solution
for all categories of services (see Figure 35). The only exception is represented by
predictive maintenance: due to the additional barriers discussed above, SMEs still believe
that this type of data-based service will be most likely provided directly by OEMs or their
network of authorised repairers.
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Figure 35: To what extent can the ‘shared server’ solution enable the provision
of the following data-based mobility services in the EU? (Breakdown by SMEs
and large companies)

3.00 (10)

Insurance

5.00 (2)

3.59 (11)

Park & ride

4.50 (2)
3.55 (11)

Predictive maintenance
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4.15 (10)
4.50 (2)

Safety & emergency

4.00 (10)

Vehicle usage

5.00 (2)
1

2

3

4

5

Note: Results are not statistically representative; Likert scale: from 1 (not at all) to 5 (to the fullest extent).
The figure shows the average score of answers and the number of respondents.
Source: Authors’ own elaboration on in-depth interviews.

In spite of the positive outlook on the market opportunities stemming from the shared
server, stakeholders also pointed at a number of issues linked to this technical
solution that need to be properly addressed:
•

•

Stakeholders are concerned about privacy and security issues of any outside
the vehicle solution. As all data are in the same centralised server, risks of
cyberattacks and damage stemming from such attacks could be higher. Privacy and
security concerns may reduce users’ trust and make it more difficult to get their
consent for transferring personal data required for the provision of mobility
services; and
As the shared server does not allow for direct real-time access to car data and
direct communication with the drivers, the provision of certain types of
services, such as warnings for car accidents or potential road hazards, traffic
conditions, or on-street parking, may still face technical limitations.

The shared server solution requires a transparent and neutral governance model that
has to be set up by public authorities 122 and still entails a certain degree of uncertainty
with regard to key elements such as who should operate the shared server and how access
to data should be granted.123
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See note 88, p. 144.
Kerber, W. (2018), Data Governance in Connected Cars: The Problem of Access to In-Vehicle Data, 9 (2018)
JIPITEC 310, pp. 325-326. Available at https://www.jipitec.eu/issues/jipitec-9-3-2018/4807
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4. Regulatory barriers
This Section focuses on regulatory barriers that may affect the development of data-based
mobility services in the EU. First, it investigates challenges related to the protection of
personal data. Then, it highlights issues associated with data ownership rights. Finally, the
Section examines potential barriers arising from liability as well as data safety and security
issues. To the extent possible, the analysis looks into regulatory barriers at both EU and
national level.

4.1 Personal data protection
The development of data-based mobility services increasingly depends on the processing
and sharing of personal data (see Box 1) by multiple parties. This Section highlights
the challenges that stakeholders in the automotive sector face to comply with personal
data protection rules in the EU. As such, the focus is mainly on the General Data Protection
Regulation124 (GDPR) and, more specifically, on the following aspects: i) consent
requirements and administrative sanctions; ii) data anonymisation; iii) data portability;
and iv) the fragmentated application of the GDPR across Member States.
Box 1: Personal versus non-personal data
Whether or not all vehicle-generated data can be considered as personal is still under
discussion. Different groups of stakeholders have diverse views on what types of
car-generated data should be classified as personal and thus fall within the scope of the
GDPR.125 The European automotive industry, represented by associations such as
VDA126, ACEA127 and SMMT128, has attempted to classify car-generated data into two
distinct groups, i.e. technical data129 and personal data130. These associations argue
that the majority of vehicle-generated data can be anonymised data, therefore being
less relevant to personal data protection law.131 OEMs associations acknowledge,
however, that some after-sale services cannot rely on anonymised data because they
relate to a given vehicle (and customer); therefore, data to provide such services has
to include the so-called vehicle identification number (VIN).132 In this context, several

Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection
of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data
and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation), OJ L 119, 4.5.2016, pp. 1-88.
Available
at:
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/?qid=1532348683434&uri=CELEX:02016R0679-20160504
125 Osborne Clarke (2017) for FIA Region I, What EU legislation says about car data, p .4. Available at:
fiaregion1.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/20170516-Legal-Memorandum-on-Personal-Data-inConnected-Vehicles-www.pdf
126 VDA (2016), Position Paper: Access to vehicle and vehicle generated data, p. 1. Available at:
vda.de/en/topics/innovation-and-technology/network/access-to-thevehicle.html
127 ACEA (2015), ACEA Principles of Data Protection in Relation to Connected Vehicles and Services, p. 4. Available
at: www.acea.be/publications/article/acea-principles-of-data-protection-in-relation-to--connected-vehiclesand-se;
ACEA
(2016),
ACEA
Strategy
Paper
on
Connectivity,
p.
4.
Available
at:
www.acea.be/uploads/publications/ACEA_Strategy_Paper_on_Connectivity.pdf
128
SMMT (2017), Connected and Autonomous Vehicles – Position Paper. Available at: www.smmt.co.uk/wpcontent/uploads/sites/2/SMMT-CAV-position-paper-final.pdf
129 Technical data can be assimilated to vehicle performance data such as tyre pressure, vehicle speed, oil level,
fuel consumption, mileage, wear and tear on vehicle parts, battery charge status, etc. Those data are mostly
generated
within
the
vehicle
unit
control.
For
more
information,
please
see
https://www.cardatafacts.eu/data-can-car-share/
130 According to Article 4(1) of the GDPR, personal data encompasses all information that relates to an identified
or identifiable person. For instance, this includes a name, an address, an IP address, navigation destinations,
the user’s address book, personalised access to third-party services, infotainment settings, personalised incar settings, etc.
131
VDA (2016), p. 6 et seq (see note 126); SMMT (2017), p. 23 (see note 128); ACEA (2015), ACEA (2016), p.
3 (see note 127).
124
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SMMT (2017), Connected and Autonomous Vehicles – Position Paper, p. 7. Available at: www.smmt.co.uk/wpcontent/uploads/sites/2/SMMT-CAV-position-paper-final.pdf
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national data protection authorities (DPAs) 133 in the EU have clarified that they consider
the VIN, and thus any data combined with the VIN, personal identifiable information
relevant to the GDPR. More generally, from the perspective of the European Commission
and several legal scholars, technical data are personal data whenever they can be
connected to the data subject or personal circumstances of the data subject. 134 The
European Court of Justice clarified this point in its judgement of 19 October 2016 by
explaining that “data is to be considered as personal data for any company having access
to the data and being able to link such data to an individual”. 135 For instance, the oil
pressure of the vehicle may be considered as technical, non-personal information.
Nonetheless, if it is related to a specific driver or car owner (for instance via the VIN),
then this information can be considered personal. 136
4.1.1 User consent and sanctions
Consent requirements. In the case of in-vehicle personal data, the consent of data
subjects (i.e. the car owner, the driver or the passengers) is necessary whenever such
data are stored, accessed or processed. 137 The majority of stakeholders interviewed
for this Study believe that the consent requirements set out by the GDPR are enabling
future business growth rather than posing regulatory barriers or leading to a mere
compliance exercise. While setting up the framework for consent requires some effort and
generates certain costs (on average, interviewed stakeholders confirm that, to some
extent, very strict rules on consent pose challenges to the EU market for data-based
mobility services), this requirement can ultimately foster data sharing by increasing the
trust of data subjects. The GDPR does not change the fundamental aspects of the previous
Data Protection Directive (Directive 95/46/EC), 138 but strengthens the data subject’s
control over his/her data.139 There is a high consensus among different groups of
stakeholders that the GDPR consent requirements help increase the integrity of the data
system, gain the clients’ trust and create a level-playing field for companies providing
data-based services.
Many large companies in the automotive sector have proven to be pro-active,
implementing data protection measures even before the entry into force of the GDPR. For
instance, member companies of ACEA had adopted a set of principles of data protection
in relation to connected vehicles and services already in 2015. 140 Such principles are

See, for instance: the Information Commissioner’s Office in the UK (https://ico.org.uk/fororganisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/what-ispersonal-data/can-we-identify-an-individual-indirectly/);
and
the
CNIL
in
France
(https://www.cnil.fr/sites/default/files/atoms/files/cnil_pack_vehicules_connectes_gb.pdf, p.5)
134 Osborne Clarke (2017) for FIA Region I, What EU legislation says about car data, p. 5. Available at:
fiaregion1.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/20170516-Legal-Memorandum-on-Personal-Data-inConnected-Vehicles-www.pdf
135 Court of Justice of the European Union, Judgment of 19 October 2016, Patrick Breyer v Bundesrepublik
Deutschland,
Case
C-582/14.
Available
at
http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?docid=184668&doclang=EN&cid=1095511.
136 See note 134, p. 5.
137 EDPB (2020), Guidelines 1/2020 on processing personal data in the context of connected vehicles and mobility
related
applications,
p.
6.
Available
at:
https://edpb.europa.eu/sites/edpb/files/consultation/edpb_guidelines_202001_connectedvehicles.pdf
138 Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995 on the protection of
individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data, OJ L 281,
23.11.1995,
pp.
31-50.
Available
at:
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:31995L0046&from=FR
139
FIA Region I (2016), What Europeans Think about Connected Cars, p. 2. Available at:
https://www.fiaregion1.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/FIA-Survey-Brochure-2016-web.pdf
140 These principles are: i) transparency on the use of data; ii) sharing data upon costumers’ consent; iii) taking
data protection into account when developing new products and services; iv) protecting data against
destruction, loss, alteration or disclosure; and (v) proper protection of personal data via e.g. anonymisation,
pseudonymisation and other de-identification techniques. Source: ACEA (2015), ACEA Principles of Data
133
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implemented via contractual agreements with customers and complement existing
legislation on personal data protection, at EU and national level. Several OEMs have also
developed their personal data protection system through a double consent mechanism
(see Figure 36).141 Under this system, first the OEM needs to obtain consent from the
customer to transfer data from the vehicle to the OEM servers; second, any service
provider needs to get another consent from the customer to get the data needed for the
provision of the relevant service from the OEM servers.
Figure 36: Double consent system

Source: Authors’ own elaboration.

When giving consent to access and process personal data, the choice of data subjects may
be affected by considerations concerning data privacy (which revolves around the use
and governance of personal data) and data security (namely the methods used for
protecting data). Since the entry into force of the GDPR, according to consulted
stakeholders, data privacy and security have not been a major barrier to get customers’
consent, as the framework provided by the GDPR helps mitigate concerns in these areas
(see Figure 37). Nevertheless, ensuring data privacy and security may be easier for some
stakeholder groups than others. Figure 38 shows that SMEs consider data privacy and
security to be a relatively larger obstacle to obtain data subjects’ consent. SMEs, in
particular start-ups, seem to face more difficulties in getting consent from data subjects
than bigger, well-established companies. This is due to the more limited resources at their
disposal to set up complex data protection systems and, more importantly, to the lack of
confidence from users to share personal data with a small/newly created company.142
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and
Service,
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1.
Available
at:
https://www.acea.be/uploads/publications/ACEA_Principles_of_Data_Protection.pdf
ACEA (2016), Access to vehicle data for third-party services, ACEA Position Paper, p. 2. Available at:
https://www.acea.be/uploads/publications/ACEA_Position_Paper_Access_to_vehicle_data_for_thirdparty_services.pdf
See note 118, p. 14.
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Figure 37: To what extent are data privacy and security concerns an obstacle to
obtaining the consent of the data subject in the context of the GDPR?
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Data security
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Note: Results are not statistically representative; Likert scale: from 1 (not at all) to 5 (to the fullest extent).
The figure shows the average score of answers and the number of respondents.
Source: Authors’ own elaboration on in-depth interviews.

Figure 38: To what extent are data privacy and security concerns an obstacle to
obtaining the consent of the data subject in the context of the GDPR?
(Breakdown by SMEs and large companies)
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Note: Results are not statistically representative; Likert scale: from 1 (not at all) to 5 (to the fullest extent).
The figure shows the average score of answers and the number of respondents.
Source: Authors’ own elaboration on in-depth interviews.

While showing support for the GDPR in general, stakeholders do point to some cases where
the consent stipulation needs further clarification and guidance. First, when consent
is not necessary is not always clear. Article 6 of the GDPR lists five cases 143 when data
processing144 does not need to be based on the consent of the data subjects. Nevertheless,
stakeholders indicate that a more detailed definition of such cases is needed. In particular,
some data-based services that generate large societal benefits, such as road safety
services, should take priority over the vehicle’s owners’ and/or drivers’ consent. While,
according to consulted stakeholders, car data generated from an emergency situation falls
into the ‘vital interest’ legal basis, ensuring road safety, and thus preventing emergency
situations, requires the data subject’s consent. As the European Emergency Number
Association (EENA) points out,145 the broad nature of the GDPR makes it difficult for certain
stakeholder groups, such as organisations providing security and emergency services, to
comply with its provisions. In this regard, the EENA proposes a step-by-step approach146

143

144

145
146

Namely, the performance of a contract, the compliance with a legal obligation to which the controller is
subject, the vital interests of the data subject or another natural person, the public interest or exercise of
official authority and the legitimate interests pursued by the controller or by a third party (GDPR, Article 6,
see https://gdpr-info.eu/art-6-gdpr/).
GDPR, Article 4(2): ‘processing’ means any operation or set of operations which is performed on personal
data or on sets of personal data, whether or not by automated means, such as collection, recording,
organisation, structuring, storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure by
transmission, dissemination or otherwise making available, alignment or combination, restriction, erasure
or destruction.
EENA (2019), GDPR & public safety, p. 4. Available at: https://eena.org/document/gdpr-public-safety/
Ibid.
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that aims at helping such organisations achieve compliance and, incidentally, shows the
complexity of the process.147
Second, providers of data-based services consulted for this Study signal a time lag
problem affecting the provision of innovative services. While service providers may
identify new business opportunities only after acquiring and processing the data, data
subjects’ may be reluctant to share their data at an early stage of the service development
process, i.e. when the features and potential of the new mobility service as well as the
purpose for which data needs to be shared are still unclear. This creates a kind of chickenegg dilemma, which may eventually hamper innovation.
GDPR sanctions. The introduction of higher sanctions in case of infringement of personal
data protection rules148 is one of the biggest changes brought by the GDPR compared to
the Data Protection Directive. Most companies now accept it as a fact. On average, the
stakeholders consulted for this Study consider the sanction system to pose limited
challenges to the development of the EU market for data-based mobility services; in fact,
the sanction system is considered as a necessary driver to ensure GDPR compliance,
enhancing security, privacy, integrity and confidentiality. Consulted consumer associations
claim that the establishment of sanctions in case of non-compliance helps consumers trust
businesses when processing their data.
Nonetheless, and in spite of the guidelines on the application and setting of administrative
fines issued by the Article 29 Data Protection Working Party,149 some stakeholders are
concerned about the functioning of the sanction procedure. Article 83 of the GDPR sets
out that administrative fines should be imposed depending on the circumstances of each
individual case. Stakeholders argue that this article leaves too much room for
interpretation by national courts. For example, the lack of detailed criteria regarding
the notion of “effective, proportionate and dissuasive”150 administrative fines, as spelled
out in Article 83(1) of the GDPR, leaves the interpretation to the discretion of the
competent authorities.151 Although Article 83(2) of the GDPR further lists the different
aspects that need to be accounted for when deciding to impose a fine, the mechanism
for sanctions (see Figure 39) is still unclear to some of the stakeholders. First, imposing
administrative fines is not the only instrument available to national DPAs as they may also
rely, for example, on a reprimand, a suspension of data flows or a ban on processing of
data. Second, the Multistakeholder Expert Group, which is tasked with pointing out
difficulties arising from the application of the GDPR, underlines the complexity of
identifying the source of data breaches. More specifically, some experts flag that data
controllers may attempt to transfer the risk of bearing sanctions or fines to data
processors.152

More specifically, the association recommends the adoption of a six-step approach for providers of data-based
security and emergency services: i) designating a compliance pilot/data protection officer; ii) mapping data
processing; iii) prioritising the actions to be carried out; iv) identifying and minimising risks; v) organising
or reorganising internal procedures; and vi) properly documenting GDPR compliance. EENA (2019), pp.47,
48.
148 GDPR, Article 58(2)(i) on powers of supervisory authority and Article 83 on general conditions for imposing
administrative fines.
149 Article 29 Data Protection Working Party (2017), Guidelines on the application and setting of administrative
fines for the purposes of the Regulation 2016/679, Working Party 253. Available at:
https://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/article29/item-detail.cfm?item_id=611237
150 GDPR, Article 83(1).
151 Golla, S. (2017), Is Data Protection Law Growing Teeth? The Current Lack of Sanctions in Data Protection
Law and Administrative Fines under the GDPR, Jipitec. Available at : https://www.jipitec.eu/issues/jipitec8-1-2017/4533
152 Multistakeholder Expert Group to support the application of Regulation (EU) 2016/679, Contribution from the
Multistakeholder Expert Group to the stock-taking exercise of June 2019 on one year of GDPR application,
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Figure 39: Sanctions and fines mechanism

Source: European Commission, “EU Data Protection Reform: ensuring its enforcement”.

4.1.2 Data anonymisation
From a legal standpoint, most in-vehicle data are personal data, thus being subject to
GDPR provisions. In some circumstances, however, such data can be anonymised. After
anonymisation, which is subject to strict conditions (i.e. it must avoid any reidentification), data are no longer considered personal and do not fall within the scope of
EU or national personal data protection law.153 In the field of in-vehicle data, an example
of data that can be anonymised for statistical purposes is information on the performance
of a particular engine type collected by an OEM.154 On average, the stakeholders consulted
for this Study believe that data anonymisation helps market players cope with the GDPR
at least to some extent. By way of example, as mentioned by one of the consulted
stakeholders, the “Data for Road Safety” Proof of Concept, run by the members of the
European Data Task Force, fully acknowledges that, whenever anonymisation is possible,
the industry has a strong preference for anonymised data. Several providers of data-based
services follow the key recommendations highlighted in the resolution on data protection
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in automated and connected vehicles, which urges, inter alia, to rely on anonymisation
measures in order to minimise the amount of personal data, or to rely on
pseudonymisation when anonymisation is not feasible.155 Still, the automotive industry
faces two main challenges: i) the loss of utility and commercial value of anonymised data;
and ii) the need to apply sophisticated (and costly) anonymisation techniques.
Anonymisation and data utility. Full anonymisation is not always ideal due to the
trade-off between data privacy and data utility. Understanding what elements could be
used to (re)identify a person (beyond direct identifiers such as social security number or
phone number) is challenging and usually underestimated. As complete anonymisation
goes beyond the de-identification of data, thus implying the removal of not only
obvious attributes from the dataset but also of quasi-identifiers (combinations of attributes
that could reveal the identities of data subjects), the utility of the data could be
compromised in the process.156 In this discussion, two main approaches to anonymisation
exist:157
•

•

Utility-first anonymisation, which first establishes a suitable level of utility to be
preserved after the anonymisation process. The risk of reidentification can then be
empirically estimated and the anonymisation process can be repeated changing the
model if the estimated risk is deemed too high; and
Privacy-first anonymisation, which selects privacy as a central parameter and
limits the reidentification risk. After the anonymisation process, the utility of the
data is computed. If the utility is deemed too low, the process can be repeated with
a change in the specifications of the anonymisation model.

While under certain conditions anonymisation may help e.g. OEMs and providers of
data-based mobility services to reduce the costs of compliance with the GDPR, full
anonymisation might compromise the utility of data and reduce their commercial
value. On average, the stakeholders interviewed for this Study confirmed that full
anonymisation compromises the utility of data at least to some extent; several
respondents explained that any loss in data utility depends on the specific type of
services offered. Stakeholders identified several cases where mobility services cannot
rely on anonymised data, e.g. marketing services or services aiming to personalise the
user’s experience. Another example is the Cooperative Awareness Message (CAM), 158
where the use of personal data is necessary to provide the service. In fact, CAM uses data
elements that indirectly, in combination with other data points, allow the reidentification
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CAM is one of the core ideas of the C-ITS Platform of the Directorate for Transport and Mobility of the European
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of the data subjects.159 Similarly, in the case of services based on vehicle usage indicators,
data can be of highest utility only if it helps reveal behavioural characteristics (such as
driving habits) of the data subject (see also Section 0).
At the same time, in some cases anonymous data is sufficient to ensure the
functioning of the services. For instance, OEMs share anonymised data with:160
•

•
•

•

Public authorities to improve traffic management and safety (e.g. activation of
hazard warning light, position of active emergency vehicles, road conditions,
roadblocks and traffic flow data);
App developers for the development of commercial services (e.g. ambient
temperature, average speed, road sign recognition and on-street parking);
Other OEMs for brand-specific applications (e.g. engine operating map, gearbox
operating map, lane marking perception, proprietary sensor data and software
algorithms); and
Component manufacturers for component analysis and product improvement (e.g.
actuator, engine injection behaviour, fuel pump performance, automatic
transmission shifting behaviour, fault memory, battery performance, stability
control, battery status and brake pad wear data).

In some cases, custom-tailored services can also rely on anonymous data (e.g. satellite
navigation with tailored search results to locate a parking spot). According to stakeholders
conducting research on data-based mobility, anonymised data suffice to develop most
of the research applications, which are the first step in the development of commercial
services. Researchers rely mainly on simulated data to account for all possible scenarios
when developing their research work. However, having real data is useful for testing the
research application developed. As such, whether anonymised or personal data is needed
depends greatly on the application developed, as it does for the type of service to be
provided.
Finally, as converting personal data into non-personal data requires an irreversible
anonymisation process (i.e. the reidentification of the data subject should not be
possible), the risk to hamper innovation and the ‘future’ utility of data is high. This
is the case for instance when new applications may benefit from combining data from two
different datasets and this is not feasible as the anonymisation process removed any
possible connection between the records of the two different datasets. In this respect,
pseudonymisation is deemed to be a useful compromise solution.161 While it reduces the
chances to directly relate data to the relevant data subjects, pseudonymisation is
reversible.162 Pseudonymised data remain, however, personal data and fall within the
scope of the GDPR.163
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Anonymisation techniques and costs. Data anonymisation is not an easy task, as data
utility needs to be preserved while minimising the risk of identifying or reidentifying data
subjects. On average, the stakeholders consulted for this Study confirm that data
anonymisation can be, to some extent, complex and costly.164 In fact, there is a certain
degree of risk to reidentify the data subject through one anonymised data point or,
more often, a group of anonymised data points. 165 Reidentification increases the risk that
‘non-personal data’ could be used against an individual’s best interests, wishes or
expectations; this is more likely to happen when the population size is sufficiently small.166
According to the European Court of Justice (see Box 1), data may be anonymised when
distributed to third parties, but as long as OEMs are capable of referencing the data to a
unique identifier, data remain to be qualified as personal data in relation to such OEMs. In
this context, substantial costs may occur when a company has to ensure that the data
anonymisation process meets the GDPR requirements.167 In addition, the nature of the
data that are at stake in the automotive industry renders anonymisation even more
challenging: the lion’s share of the data is streaming data, which are dynamic and difficult
to anonymise.
Several anonymisation techniques are available to market players. Nevertheless, some
stakeholders consulted for this Study emphasised a lack of guidance on how to
implement these techniques in compliance with the GDPR, which does not refer to
specific approaches to anonymisation. For instance, a study conducted by Asghar et al.168
states that the GDPR “does not assist with technical and implementation procedures” to
ensure data privacy. Data anonymisation is, therefore, defined on a case-by-case basis,
in particular in connection with the level of detail of the data. In 2014, the Article 29 Data
Protection Working Party issued an opinion on ‘anonymisation techniques’ 169 encouraging
the adoption of the privacy-first approach and spelling out a set of criteria for
anonymisation. In January 2020, the European Data Protection Board (EDPB) issued
guidelines on the processing of personal data in the context of connected vehicles and
mobility-related applications, including guidance on data anonymisation. 170 However, a
public consultation on the content of the guidelines that ran between February and March
2020 re-iterated the need for clearer guidance with good practices of data anonymisation,
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showing that the provisions included in the EDPB guidelines were not enough to address
the existing concerns.171
Due to the lack of clarity on the relevant techniques, at the moment anonymisation of
in-vehicle data is carried out in various forms and the technique remains the choice of the
data controller (e.g. the OEM or the service provider). Therefore, proving that data are
properly and legally rendered anonymous is difficult, as this assessment critically
depends on the knowledge of data controllers (OEMs in many cases) and the mechanism
that data controllers may use to de-identify the vehicle owners or drivers. Data
anonymisation techniques require substantial expertise of both data controllers and
national DPAs. This situation may give rise to distortion in competition among market
players. Consulted car manufacturers, component manufacturers and standardisation
organisations are especially calling for the establishment of standards, or at least guidance
for the industry, on how to anonymise data (see Figure 40). In this regard, the EDPB could
play an important role in the implementation of the GDPR, by improving the guidance
provided so far and helping avoid heterogeneous approaches to anonymisation
stemming from different interpretations of the GDPR.
New technologies such as the blockchain could provide solutions to anonymisation issues.
Some of the consulted stakeholders apply this architecture to unbundle the identity of the
vehicle owner or driver from his/her personal data. One of the main advantages is that
this technology enables an alternative form of both data management and distribution,
facilitating the control over data, especially streaming data, without implying the need for
a central trusted intermediary. From the perspective of the GDPR, the blockchain ensures
the ‘right of access’ (Article 15) and the ‘right of data portability’ (Article 20). Also, it offers
transparency as to what actors have access to the data and helps reduce transaction costs.
Nevertheless, tensions can also arise between the blockchain technology and the
provisions of the GDPR; in particular, whether the blockchain technology complies with
the ‘right to be forgotten’ and the ‘right to rectification’ is questionable. Indeed, once
written in the blockchain, data cannot be erased or modified. 172 Even so, the advantages
that the blockchain brings deserve to be further explored. A recent study from the
European Parliament looks into the opportunities of this tool through ongoing pilot projects
and underlines that it may actually help ensure compliance with GDPR provisions. 173 In
the same vein, the European Union Blockchain Observatory & Forum confirms that
blockchain technology offers great potential to manage personal data, but “the EDPB, the
courts, and other regulators and government agencies” need to intervene to address
potential tensions with GDPR requirements.174
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Figure 40: To what extent are anonymisation techniques (which need to be
applied to make sure that data lose the qualification of personal data) unclear?
(Breakdown by stakeholders’ categories)
Public stakeholders

3.50 (2)

Research and innovation institutions

3.71 (7)
5.00 (1)
5.00 (1)

3.50 (2)

Standard organisations
OEM/OEM associations
Consumer associations

2.78 (9)

Providers of data-based services

4.00 (1)

Component manufacturer
Note: Results are not statistically representative; Likert scale: from 1 (not at all) to 5 (to the fullest extent).
The figure shows the average score of answers and the number of respondents.
Source: Authors’ own elaboration on in-depth interviews.

4.1.3 Data portability
The European legislator has first introduced data portability175 to foster competition in the
market for data-based services by mitigating the so-called lock-in effect176 and reducing
costs for consumers to switch between different service providers.177 In short, the
provision aims to allow the data subject to easily move, copy or transfer personal data
from one data-processing environment to another and share them with different data
controllers in a secure and safe manner (upon request and where technically feasible, data
can be transmitted directly from one controller to the other).
In the automotive sector, however, the right to data portability still requires clarification,
as certain issues could hinder its effectiveness. FIA Region I178 explains that limited clarity
around data considered as ‘provided’ by the data subject pursuant to Article 20 of the
GDPR may result in two different interpretations by the data controller. A narrow
interpretation may lead to apply the portability right to a subset of car-generated data,
i.e. that are automatically generated by the vehicle. By contrast, an extensive
interpretation would define personal data in a broader manner, as generated not only by
the car, but also through the activity of the user. The Article 29 Working Party seems to
support the extensive interpretation by stating that data portability “covers data provided
knowingly and actively by the data subject as well as the general data generated by his
or her activity.”179 Data generated e.g. while driving a vehicle are likely to be considered
as generated by the user’s activity. In addition, two limitations may affect the right to data
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portability.180 First, in many circumstances, car-generated data will also include data
related to passengers. This raises the question whether these data are subject to the
right to data portability or not, especially because Article 20 of the GDPR explains that the
portability right “shall not adversely affect the rights and freedoms of others”. Second, the
GDPR also specifies that trade secret, intellectual property or copyright protecting
the software should be considered and may limit the portability right, especially to avoid
adverse effects on innovation. To better define the portability right in the automotive
sector, the EDPB should clarify key terms in Article 20 of the GDPR. 181
The portability right is a safeguard for SMEs, and more generally for service providers, as
it not only allows data subjects to get their data back, but also to decide to share them
with other service providers. As such, this right is a key element in enabling SMEs to
enter the market for data-based mobility services. By requiring the data controller
to transfer personal data, however, Article 20 of the GDPR may generate
disproportionate costs for SMEs as they have, inter alia, to develop ad hoc data
transfer services meeting the portability requirements.182
4.1.4 Barriers to cross-border provision of services
The GDPR represents a substantial improvement compared to the Data Protection
Directive with regard to several aspects, eventually strengthening the data subject’s
protection and control over his/her data. The GDPR broadens the definition of personal
data, strengthens key concepts such as the data subject’s consent, the right to access
data and the right to be forgotten, and introduces tools such as the Privacy Impact
Assessment, and new mechanisms for data breaches and sanctions. By its very nature,
the Regulation is immediately applicable at the Member State level and reduces
fragmentation across countries. Fragmentation may still arise, however, as the
provisions leave room for different interpretations by DPAs and national courts. For
instance, as discussed above (see Section 0), the mechanism for sanctions allows national
DPAs to adopt different types of sanctions in case of infringement.
A fragmented regulatory landscape on issues related to personal data protection can
impinge on the cross-border provision of data-based services. On average, the
stakeholders consulted for this Study pointed out that to some extent national rules and
the national application of GDPR provisions pose additional challenges to the EU
market for data-based mobility services. Fragmentation is, however, a general problem,
which goes beyond the automotive sector. The GDPR is a double-edged sword because
some stakeholders believe it is not binding enough, thus leaving room to diverging national
interpretations, while others consider it as very strict as it is, especially when it comes to
opt-in consent.
One example where fragmentation may arise relates to visual personal data, which are
categorised as sensitive data in the GDPR. According to Market Research Future, 183
in-vehicle video surveillance systems were expected to grow by 26% (compound annual
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growth rate) between 2017 and 2023 worldwide. Today’s connected cars are increasingly
equipped with on-board microphones and dashcams,184 collecting data that contributes to
vehicle interconnectivity, security in public places and the development of driverless
cars.185 In the absence of specific rules on how to treat visual personal data and visual
surveillance, national rules may proliferate, leading to a fragmented regulatory landscape
in the EU. Germany has bridged this gap by introducing very specific rules with regard to
this type of data in the German Federal Data Protection Act.186 Similarly, France and
Belgium allow the use of a dashcam, but only under certain conditions. Other countries,
such as Austria, Luxembourg and Portugal, are stricter and have banned the use of such
devices. By contrast, other countries, such as the United Kingdom, Spain or Italy, do not
have any legal restriction on on-board cameras.187 Finally, the International Working
Group on Data Protection in Telecommunications strongly encourages the car
manufacturer not to store the personal data (collected by the vehicle sensor) of individuals
outside the vehicle, and to blur all faces and plates recorded by the cameras to comply
with data protection and security requirements.188

4.2 Data ownership rights
Data ownership rights have been subject to a fierce debate dominated by legal uncertainty.
On average, the stakeholders consulted for this Study confirm that legal uncertainty
surrounding data ownership is a considerable challenge when operating in this sector,
noting that “neither national law nor European law provide for general ownership of
data”.189 As a result, the question of who owns car-generated data is still open. On the
one hand, if car-generated data can be broken down into personal and non-personal data,
the question of ownership over non-personal (or technical) data is a crucial one. Such data
could, in principle, be protected by copyright, database right and/or trade secret. On the
other hand, if all car-generated data can be linked to an individual and thus be considered
as personal, the debate around data ownership appears less relevant; in other words,
personal data are covered by the GDPR and no market player could claim ownership over
such data. As discussed in Section 0, most of in-vehicle data can qualify as personal. After
the enactment of the GDPR, the debate has therefore progressively shifted towards data
access, data control and portability rights.
The stakeholders interviewed for this Study are particularly concerned that clarifying the
data ownership issue in the automotive sector at the Member State level may lead to
considerable divergences, in particular if national courts decide on the distinction
between personal and non-personal data generated by vehicles. The proliferation of
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different national approaches would increase the challenges to operate in multiple
countries, as one would have to navigate a complex legal landscape.
Box 2: Legal analysis of data ownership rights
From a legal standpoint, who ‘owns’ relevant data among the different actors of the
data-based mobility service value chain and whether a data ownership right could be
envisaged is unclear.
The main legal issues related to data ownership include:
•

•

•

Lack of EU rules on data ownership and diverging interpretations by
national courts. The current legal framework (at both the EU and national level)
does not define or address data ownership. Similarly, EU case law does not
explicitly recognise an ownership right in data (although, according to some
interpretation, the European Court of Justice paved the way for a discussion on
ownership in intangible goods – which may be applied to other digital goods in
future decisions - in UsedSoft).190 Also national case law has alternated across
years pronunciations denying or acknowledging the possibility to hold ownership
over data as such. The current lack of clarity on the matter is confirmed by the
divided legal literature. As a result, high legal uncertainty remains on the extent
to which any proprietary right in data may arise with respect to in-vehicle data;
Fragmented data-related legislation. While to date no specific ownership
right seems to cover data, sector-specific legislation exists that partially
addresses the data ownership issue, by either conferring some form of protection
to certain data/datasets or laying down data sharing obligations (and thus
affecting companies’ control of, access to or rights in data) in several fields. Data
ownership can refer not only to rights in the data themselves, but also to rights
in databases where data are stored (i.e. collections of data). In addition, a
distinction is made between the database content (individual data) and structure,
and the investment made in its creation;
Application of the Trade Secrets Directive.191 Trade secrets are often
considered as a means to claim protection for data/information as such.
Commercial but also technical data could benefit from trade secret protection in
the EU, provided that certain criteria are fulfilled. If a third party uses confidential
information without permission or misappropriates a trade secret, the ‘owner’ of
the information may claim a trade secret infringement. Under this framework,
the right-holder will typically be the party who creates/holds the data;
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•

•

•

Application of the InfoSoc Directive,192 Database Directive193 and
Software Directive.194 Intellectual property rights, and in particular copyright
and database rights, can protect, to some extent, non-personal and commercial
data or datasets. The protection of a database is achieved by copyright as literary
work, as set out in the Software Directive, or through database rights under the
Database Directive. In spite of the existing EU legislation in the field, the
application of law by national courts has shown that the scope of legal protection
offered to database ‘owners’ is uncertain. Copyright in databases only arises
where the selection or arrangement of the content can be considered intellectual
creation. Database rights arise only where a party has invested in obtaining,
verifying or presenting the contents of the database. In both cases, the database
owner would need to show that the database was more than a by-product of
another process. Individual data, understood as pieces of information, should
fulfil the conditions set out in the relevant legislation (e.g. fixation in a tangible
form and originality) to benefit from copyright protection. In this context,
traditional intellectual property law does not provide an unequivocal answer to
what types of data are protected by copyright. Hence, the eligibility for protection
needs to be examined on a case-by-case basis and in light of the particular rules
and case law applied in each Member State. Additionally, copyright does not
provide for a registration system and is only confirmed a posteriori by judges,
thus further increasing legal uncertainty;
Multiple right-holders. Several actors may claim ownership rights on data in
the automotive sector, e.g. the driver, the owner of the vehicle, the manufacturer
of the vehicle, the manufacturers of car components, insurance companies,
navigation service providers and other third parties. Their claims could be based
on the fact that, for instance, they create or generate the data, or they use,
compile, select, structure, format, enrich, analyse, take a licence on or add value
to the data. This increases the difficulties in determining who could or would be
entitled to data ownership; and
Ownership of individual rights and link with personal data protection.
Data protection legislation awards some rights to individuals with respect to
certain types of data, allowing natural persons to control their personal data and
restrict their use. Different approaches exist in the legal doctrine, with some
scholars considering personal data necessarily owned by the individual and
others not excluding that an ownership right in personal data may be granted to
data controllers or processors (although such ownership would be subject to the
individual's control over his/her personal data).
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The existing legal uncertainty surrounding the legal framework on data ownership could
generate barriers to the free flow of data, as highlighted on multiple occasions by
the European Commission itself.195 More specifically, it can:
•

•

Lock users and businesses into exclusive data exploitation
arrangements, if the different actors that are in control of the data take
advantage of gaps in the regulatory framework by imposing unfair contractual
terms on the user or onerous licensing terms. This is because, without a clear
framework on data ownership, the entity controlling the source of data will seek
to control access to data. In some cases, even when it is agreed that no legal
owner of data exists, manufacturers or service providers may become the de
facto owners of the data that their machines or processes generate, even if those
machines are owned by the users. From a legal standpoint, a de facto control of
data can be a source of competitive advantage for manufacturers. This can be
problematic, because the user could end up being prevented by the manufacturer
from authorising usage of the data by another party. To the extent that any
rights in data do arise, there is the potential for the holder of those rights to
affect the provision of data-based services and distort competition among service
providers, by restricting the use of data. By contrast, to foster competition, it is
crucial that data can be transferred to a third party, without infringing data
ownership or similar rights; and
Affect the development of an open market for in-vehicle data because
some actors of the value chain may believe that they do not have enough
commercial incentives for collecting data and making the data available if they
cannot properly monetise the economic investment made in obtaining, verifying,
storing, presenting and analysing data.

The issue concerning data ownership rights may be addressed by relying on two
alternative solutions:
•

•

Contractual solutions (voluntary data sharing agreements). The different
actors of the value chain may rely on contracts to establish rights on data.
However, this solution could be (i) practically burdensome (entailing substantial
transaction costs, especially for parties with a weaker bargaining power) and (ii)
ineffective to ensure full legal certainty, especially considering the limits of
contractual arrangements towards third parties (contracts are in principle
nonbinding and unenforceable vis-à-vis third parties); and
Legislative solutions (e.g. establishing a new EU right in data). Some
legal literature suggests the creation of ownership rights in data(sets), discussing
the specificities and legal implications of the proposed right. Options range from
supporting the introduction of EU rules on data ownership and data use,
eventually creating a property right in data196, and in any case taking the
economic value of data into account and ensuring balanced access to
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commercially usable in-vehicle data;197 to advocating for the creation either of a
non-exclusive ownership right in (mobility) data paired with data sharing
obligations198 or, even, of a potentially exclusive property-like right to encourage
the development of new business models.199
4.2.1 Ownership of technical data generated by vehicles
The interviews conducted with stakeholders show how difficult it is to define who is or
should be the owner of technical data generated by vehicles (see Box 1 and Box 2).
Although several respondents believe that the car owner should generally be the ‘data
owner’, as the data subject’s consent is needed to access and process most of
vehicle-generated data, the issue is far from being settled (see Figure 41). Needless to
say, the problem is becoming even more complex with the development of new concepts,
such as carpooling and car-sharing models, making it more likely that the driver and the
car owner are different subjects. Most of the consulted stakeholders believe, however, that
OEMs and manufacturers of car components can claim ownership rights on data generated
by cars only to a limited extent.
Nonetheless, in this context OEMs claim de facto ‘ownership’ of non-personal data created
within the vehicle control unit. 200 In fact, whenever such data are not linked to a specific
individual, they cannot be qualified as personal data (see Box 2) and, in turn, can be
protected by intellectual property rights or trade secrets. In the ‘extended vehicle’ model,
which is the solution deployed by most OEMs for the time being, in-vehicle data are
transmitted directly to the proprietary servers of the OEMs, thus reinforcing their position
as ‘data owners’. When sharing these data with third parties, OEMs can monetise their
value, mostly by providing data access to third-party service providers through the
negotiation of tailored B2B contracts and agreements.
Figure 41: To what extent do you believe that, in the automotive industry,
Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs), manufacturers of car components,
car owners or drivers are the owners of the data generated by the car?
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Car owner

3.33 (27)

Driver

2.54 (27)

Manufacturers of components

1.92 (26)

OEM

2.38 (26)
1

2

3

4

5

Note: Results are not statistically representative; Likert scale: from 1 (not at all) to 5 (to the fullest extent).
The figure shows the average score of answers and the number of respondents.
Source: Authors’ own elaboration on in-depth interviews.

Two main reasons are usually given to justify this approach.201 First, part of the data
generated within the unit control is deemed as commercially confidential and third
parties can only access it under the OEM’s permission, namely via a contract. Second,
OEMs must recover the investment made to collect data. Vehicle manufacturers have
made consistent and extensive investments in in-vehicle electronics, vehicle safety, IT
systems architecture, secure data processing capacities, data transfer technology and
intellectual property, as well as in infrastructure and operation (such as data transmission
via a mobile network, technical configurations, and software to guarantee data protection
and security), ensuring vehicle connectivity and communications with external providers
and mobile devices. Third parties generally use these data for commercial purposes.
Access to data for third parties under the ‘extended vehicle’ solution would thus allow to
compensate vehicle manufacturers for the investment made.
On average, the stakeholders consulted for this Study agree that OEMs should be
remunerated, at least to some extent, for the investment made to collect and transmit
both personal and non-personal data (see Figure 42). Some of them argued, however,
that the ‘extended vehicle’ solution represents only one possible way of recovering
investment and other approaches could well be used. For instance, the investment made
could be ‘included’ in the price paid by the customer to purchase the vehicle. In addition,
data payments can be envisaged also under other technical solutions, including the ‘shared
server’. Importantly, however, economic incentives to invest in data collection and
transmission are fundamental to develop the market for data-based mobility services.
Figure 42: To what extent do you believe that Original Equipment Manufacturers
(OEM) and manufacturers of each relevant component of the car need to be
sufficiently remunerated to recover the investment made to collect and transmit
data?
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Note: Results are not statistically representative; Likert scale: from 1 (not at all) to 5 (to the fullest extent).
The figure shows the average score of answers and the number of respondents.
Source: Authors’ own elaboration on in-depth interviews.

At the same time, other stakeholders in the in-vehicle data market, such as component
manufacturers, may also claim ownership rights as well as the right to be remunerated
for investment in data sensors. For instance, sometimes both tyre manufacturers (such as
Michelin) and OEMs claim to have ownership rights over data generated by tyres’ sensors.
When an agreement is not reached, Michelin shows its preference not to share tyres
data.202 Nevertheless, as it is the case for OEMs, the argument linked to investment costs
and implying the need to remunerate component manufacturers is not convincing for the
stakeholders consulted in the context of this Study (see Figure 42).
Ultimately, data ownership remains an outstanding issue and, under the current legal
framework, in some cases specific types of data are regulated and do not belong either to
OEMs or to any other market player.203 For instance, under Regulation (EU) 2019/2144, 204
while new connected vehicles shall be equipped with warning systems, all data related to
the driver's safety (e.g. drowsiness, distraction and attention warnings) “shall not be
accessible or made available to third parties at any time and shall be immediately deleted
after processing”.205
When dealing with car data, it is crucial to recall that the e-Privacy Directive
(2002/58/EC, as revised by 2009/136/EC)206 complements the GDPR. While its provisions
are primarily targeted at providers of electronic communication services, the Directive still
affects the way in which data collected from the vehicle are shared with third parties. The
e-Privacy Directive establishes a standard for all players seeking to store or access
information hosted by a subscriber's or user's terminal equipment 207 in the European
Economic Area.208 Connected cars and any other device connected to such cars are
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Everis Benelux (2018) for the European Commission, Study on data sharing between companies in Europe:
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deemed to be terminal equipment and therefore fall within the scope of the e-Privacy
Directive. The e-Privacy Directive, together with the GDPR, grants consumers the right to
determine who can access their data and allows different parties to access data necessary
to provide innovative services, without having to attribute ownership of the data to a
specific person or entity. In the same vein, on average the stakeholders interviewed for
this Study confirm that data subjects (most likely the owner or driver of the car) have the
full right to decide on the use of their data by third parties. Some of the consulted
stakeholders stress, however, that (under legitimate grounds, such as road safety and
personal safety) authorities should make sure that vehicle-generated data can be collected
and processed without consent.
4.2.2 Data access and data control rights
The lack of legal clarity on data ownership, the rapid growth of car-sharing models, and
the development of automated and connected cars raise significant concerns when it
comes to third parties’ access to both personal and non-personal data. In particular, SMEs
tend to be disproportionately affected by such uncertainty (see
Figure 43). In this context, the discussion on the definition of a general rule applicable to
data ownership rights in the field of motor vehicles is progressively shifting towards
data access and control rights.
Figure 43: To what extent do you believe that uncertainty about how third parties
can gain access to data poses challenges to the provision of data-based mobility
services?
2.90 (10)

Large company

4.50 (4)

1

2

3

4

SME

5

Note: Results are not statistically representative; Likert scale: from 1 (not at all) to 5 (to the fullest extent).
The figure shows the average score of answers and the number of respondents.
Source: Authors’ own elaboration on in-depth interviews.

According to the relevant academic literature, attributing ownership rights to data
may lead to a deadlock. For instance, Grützmacher209 concludes that the legislator
should not regulate property rights related to data, as this may generate unintended
effects. In a position paper, the European Consumer Organisation (BEUC) 210 highlights a
few situations that may add uncertainty about data ownership. For instance, not only
disentangling personal from non-personal data is hard, but defining what the rights of
consumers are over ‘non-personal’ data generated by the car is also difficult. In this
perspective, BEUC calls to ensure legal certainty by clarifying data control rights.
Furthermore, Drex211 shows that OEMs’ de facto control of data can result in exclusivity.
Attributing data ownership to another party would, however, also lead to similar challenges
whenever the data ‘owner’ intends to limit access to data by third parties, as the
enforcement of such a right could stifle the data economy and distort competition. Drex
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Grützmacher, M. (2016), Dateneigentum - ein Flickenteppich: wem gehören die Daten bei Industrie 4.0,
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Drex, J. (2018) for the European Consumer Organisation (BEUC), Data Access and Control in the Era of
Connected
Devices,
Available
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http://www.beuc.eu/publications/beuc-x-2018121_data_access_and_control_in_the_area_of_connected_devices.pdf
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also explains that such an exclusivity right would result in additional transaction costs.212
Finally, the issue of ownership of in-vehicle data is not exclusively a European problem.
For example, the Texas A&M Transportation Institute 213 claims that data control (or data
stewardship) implies trust between the individual whose data are stored and the one who
processes the data. As such, data ownership is of less importance.

4.3 Liability, safety and security
This Section examines and discusses barriers to the provision of data-based mobility
services that may stem from liability rules and the need to ensure the safety and security
of connected vehicles. More specifically, the Section first looks at barriers stemming from
the high degree of legal uncertainty surrounding liability for damages caused by
data-based mobility services, focusing on the changes needed to EU and international
rules to keep the pace with technology development. The Section then presents the main
solutions proposed by stakeholders to increase the safety and security of connected cars.
Finally, the need for an EU approach to liability aiming to avoid or minimise cross-border
barriers to the provision of mobility services is emphasised.
4.3.1 Legal uncertainty
The stakeholders interviewed for this Study believe that in the absence of contractual
agreements, establishing what party is liable for damages caused by data-based
mobility services is difficult (see Figure 44). They also believe that identifying what
international, EU or national provisions should be applied to extra-contractual lability is
very difficult too. Additionally, given the legal uncertainty surrounding liability, most of the
consulted stakeholders – except car manufacturers - emphasise that establishing a
contractual agreement for the allocation of liability is a complex matter because faultbased liability stemming from data-based mobility services may be very challenging to
attribute (see Figure 45).
Figure 44: To what extent do you believe that in the absence of contractual
agreements, it is not clear what party is liable and what EU or national rules
apply to extra-contractual liability for damages caused by data-based mobility
services?
Which party is liable?

3.83 (21)

Extra-contractual liability

3.91 (16)
1

2

3

4

5

Note: Results are not statistically representative; Likert scale: from 1 (not at all) to 5 (to the fullest extent).
The figure shows the average score of answers and the number of respondents.
Source: Authors’ own elaboration on in-depth interviews.
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Figure 45: To what extent are contractual agreements for the allocation of
liability for damages caused by data-based mobility services to different parties
very complex and costly? (Breakdown by category of stakeholders)
Public stakeholders
4.00 (2)
4.00 (2)

Research and innovation institutions
5.00 (1)

4.00 (1)

Component manufacturer

1.00 (1)
4.00 (2)

OEM/OEM associations

3.31 (8)

1

2

3

Standard organisations

Consumer associations

4

5

Providers of data-based services

Note: Results are not statistically representative; Likert scale: from 1 (not at all) to 5 (to the fullest extent).
The figure shows the average score of answers and the number of respondents.
Source: Authors’ own elaboration on in-depth interviews.

In the absence of contractual agreements, multiple legal instruments address liability
of motor vehicles on an international and EU cross-border basis (e.g. the Vienna
Convention on Road Traffic, the Product Liability Directive and the EU type-approval
legislation), and also at the Member States level (such as traffic law, civil law, specific
strict liability regimes, national implementation of EU directives, etc.). 214
On a general note, while the Vienna Convention on Road Traffic envisages the driver’s
responsibility in case of accident,215 the Product Liability Directive216 as well as EU type
approval legislation217 set out the vehicle manufacturers’ strict liability for the safety and
integrity of vehicles to minimise the risk of injury to vehicle occupants and vulnerable road
users. The justification for the Vienna Convention on Road Traffic can be found in the
figures showing that up to 2007 94% of accidents were caused by human error.218
Nonetheless, the mass adoption of autonomous and connected cars is likely to transfer
part of the liability from human (vehicle owner or driver) to computer control of vehicles,
with some form of responsibility for data processors and/or data controllers. More
specifically, the global roll-out of autonomous and connected cars on the market will
require contemplating a shift from individual to shared responsibility. For instance, in
Queensland, Australia, authorities have looked into the possibility to adopt a shared

214

European Commission (2018), Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council,
the European Economic and Social Committee, the Committee of the Regions, On the Road to Automated
Mobility - an EU Strategy for Mobility of the Future, (COM(2018) 283 final). Available at
https://ec.europa.eu/transport/sites/transport/files/3rd-mobility-pack/com20180283_en.pdf.
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are not permitted on the roads (Article 8(1)). Article 13 further indicates the driver’s responsibility to adjust
the speed and distance with other vehicles based on road conditions, weather conditions, traffic density and
other elements.
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responsibility model, which could involve several parties (e.g. road users, vehicle
manufacturers, designers and public authorities) in case of road damage or injury. 219
Under a shared responsibility model, the law acknowledges that several parties may be
responsible in cases of damage or injuries. Nonetheless, according to some consulted
stakeholders, relying on such a model would increase uncertainty as it does not help
identify the ultimate responsible party.
On average, stakeholders consulted for this Study believe that both the party providing
(access to) the data and the provider of data-based mobility services are to a high extent
responsible for the quality of the data they process. The provider of the shared server
solution is also considered responsible for data quality, at least to some extent (see Figure
46). These results show that there is no agreement on who should be held
responsible for the quality of the data, which in turn may affect the quality of
data-based mobility services and, ultimately, the safety of the vehicle. From a legal
standpoint, in accordance with Article 5 of the GDPR, the data controller is responsible for
data accuracy. Therefore, under the shared server solution, if the server provider collects
data subjects’ consent, it will then be responsible also for data accuracy.
Figure 46: To what extent do you believe that data providers, neutral server
providers or service providers are responsible for the quality of data?
Data providers

3.87 (23)

Service providers

3.54 (23)

Neutral server providers

3.11 (22)
1
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Note: Results are not statistically representative; Likert scale: from 1 (not at all) to 5 (to the fullest extent).
The figure shows the average score of answers and the number of respondents.
Source: Authors’ own elaboration on in-depth interviews.

IDC220 examined cyber liability in the context of connected cars, focusing in particular
on who should be liable in the event of a data breach originating from an application
downloaded by the driver and endangering the safety of the car.221 The results of the
survey show heterogenous answers within and between drivers based in different Member
States. For instance, in Germany 32% of the drivers would hold the app developer
responsible, in comparison to only 20% of drivers in the UK. Similarly, while 40% of the
drivers in the UK would hold themselves responsible, this proportion only amounts to 20%
in Germany. Such heterogeneous results confirm the high degree of uncertainty
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“Who should primarily be held responsible if an application you download to a car from a manufacturerapproved site — or linked smartphone — has a cyber-security vulnerability and puts the safety of the car or
your personal data at risk?”.
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surrounding liability. Car manufacturers participating in the IDC222 study plead for a
separation between the infotainment system and other systems providing driver/vehicle
functionality to increase safety. In any case, irrespective of liability issues, even when
damage is caused by a provider of data-based mobility services, car manufacturers may
be affected by the reputational costs such a damage could cause to their brand. 223
The European Parliament's assessment224 of the European added value of a common EU
approach to liability rules reflects this discussion and the high degree of uncertainty
affecting liability rules in the digital era. The study acknowledges that the existing legal
framework has not been designed to adequately address connected and autonomous
vehicles’ liability issues and recognises the urgent need to re-examine the regulatory
framework on liability to keep the pace with technology development.225
4.3.1 Revising EU and international rules
To improve the current legal framework, ensure the functioning of the Single Market and
favour the cross-border provision of data-based mobility services, addressing liability
issues at the EU level is important. To go even further, some stakeholders argue that
the issue should be addressed by the United Nations (where the Vienna Convention was
agreed upon), as the market for data-based mobility services is global. Possible revisions
to EU and international rules affecting liability are already under discussion:
•

222

Vienna Convention. With the advent of new technologies such as automated
driving functions, under certain circumstances some provisions of the Vienna
Convention are no longer fit for purpose. The Working Party on Road Traffic Safety,
which is responsible to revise the Convention, has adopted amendments to the
1968 Vienna Convention allowing the introduction of “vehicle systems which
influence the way vehicles are driven”. At the same time, the driver “shall in all
circumstances have his vehicle under control so as to be able to exercise due and
proper care and to be at all times in a position to perform all manoeuvres required
of him”. As such, these automatic vehicle systems may “be overridden or switched
off by the driver”. Therefore, as discussed in a study carried out for the European
Parliament,226 in spite of the proposed amendments, fully driverless cars (SAE
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•

driving automation Level 4-5227), are not yet admissible under the Vienna
Convention. For instance, driverless steering systems are not permitted if the driver
is not in primary control of the vehicle. In this context, it is worth noting that the
Transport Ministers of European Member States committed, in the Declaration of
Amsterdam in 2016, to foster the development of automated driving technology.
However, in its Roadmap on Connected and Automated Transport,228 the European
Commission states that, to date, “no common standard methodologies exist that
meet all the requirements for testing, validation and certification of all levels and
use cases of automated driving”;
Product Liability Directive. The European Commission published its Fifth Report
on the application of the Product Liability Directive229 in 2018. The report
emphasised that the application of the Directive is affected by new opportunities
and challenges related to technological development, especially computer power,
data availability and artificial intelligence. These issues are not taken into account
by the Product Liability Directive, which came into force in 1985. This
notwithstanding, the evaluation showed that the Directive continues to work
properly. Given the increasing number of open questions on emerging digital
technologies, however, the Commission committed to provide guidance on the
Directive and publish a report on the topic in 2019. 230 More specifically, these
documents are expected to bridge “potential gaps in and [provide] orientations for
the liability and safety frameworks for artificial intelligence, Internet of Things and
robotics”. In this context, the European Parliament's assessment231 of the European
added value of a common EU approach to liability rules looks into limitations
affecting connected and autonomous vehicles and concludes that, as it is laid down
in the Product Liability Directive, ‘defectiveness’ is technically difficult to prove.
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According to consumer associations, for an injured party proving the link between
the damage and the defect is difficult for two reasons: the victim would incur high
costs to establish such a proof and is disadvantaged when it comes to accessing
technical information on the product. If the liability framework of the Product
Liability Directive is not further clarified, the deployment of the advanced
technology of connected and automated vehicles could lead to a surge in lawsuits;
and
Motor Insurance Directive. In May 2018 the European Commission presented a
proposal232 to amend the Motor Insurance Directive (Directive 2009/103/EC), 233
which has been evolving since 1972 to better protect injured parties in motor
vehicle accidents with a cross-border element. Based on the results of a REFIT
evaluation234 conducted in 2017, the proposal identifies problems related to the
current Directive that need to be tackled, in particular in the context of
technological developments such as automated vehicles. Given that a number of
accidents involving autonomous vehicles occurred recently, the Commission calls
for a better protection of European citizens in the event of such accidents. So far,
the proposal to amend the Directive has not been adopted. Overall, however, there
is a wide consensus to amend the current liability framework to better account for
new technologies and allow the market uptake of connected and automated cars.

4.3.3 Solutions for safe and secure vehicles
New technologies are opening up significant opportunities for connected and automated
mobility, but at the same time they also bring new challenges, especially in terms of
security and safety risks. For instance, data breaches could compromise data privacy,
and put the security and integrity of the car at risk. Moreover, a security threat could have
wider implications, and threaten the physical safety of the driver and other car occupants
as well as potentially the safety of other drivers, car occupants, road users and
pedestrians. To mitigate against these risks, existing standards and frameworks for safety
and security must keep pace with the development of new technologies.
Stakeholders interviewed for this Study agree to a high extent that safety and security of
cars require relying on selected technical solutions for data sharing.235 Any technical
solution to access and process vehicle-generated data needs to be secure, since a malware
attack can have far-reaching consequences on the safety of drivers, passengers and other
users of the road. In this context, WG5 of the C-ITS Platform focused particularly on safety
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issues and looked at various possible options to be deployed at the European level. 236 It
stressed that secure V2V communications need to be: i) scalable (i.e. the system would
need to support increasing numbers of vehicles, in the range of millions); ii) flexible
enough (to allow for different types of applications); and iii) able to address on-board
end-point vulnerabilities237 to prevent data manipulation. Currently, standards for wireless
connectivity238 such as the ITSG5 technology,239 which enable cars to communicate, are
being implemented to ensure the flow of data while properly addressing security concerns.
Several European and international initiatives in the field have been developed in the
recent past. In 2017, the European Union Agency for Network and Information Security
(ENISA)240 issued a document describing good practices and recommendations in the field
of cybersecurity of connected cars, targeting especially carmakers and manufacturers of
car components. The study considers use cases such as telematics, connected
infotainment or intra-vehicular communication, but excludes V2V communication and
autonomous vehicle technologies, as such applications were not in use at the time the
report was published. In the same vein, the International Conference of Data Protection
and Privacy Commissioners241 adopted a resolution on data protection and called all
relevant parties to ensure data safety at each stage of the design and deployment of new
devices or services. The document invites market players to develop, along with the C-ITS
environment (i.e. the wireless data exchange between the vehicle and other vehicles,
infrastructures or persons), technical measures able to protect the vehicle data from
cyberattacks and unauthorised accesses.
On average, the stakeholders interviewed for this Study agree that relying only on
authorised service providers is necessary to ensure the safety and security of the
vehicle. For the time being, only applications certified by car manufacturers are deployed.
Each additional component integrated into the vehicle or installed application must be
tested, verified and certified by the manufacturer. Nevertheless, some stakeholders
emphasise the need to introduce a transparent certification process, managed by an
independent accreditation body. In this respect, both the WG5 of the C-ITS Platform
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and the report prepared by TRL242 propose to create an accreditation body in charge of
defining security standards and any related certification process.
While the Product Liability Directive243 only applies when the product exhibits defects that
have led to a specific damage or injury, the General Product Safety Directive, 244 as well as
the Regulation on the type-approval requirements for motor vehicles,245 define the safety
obligations of manufacturers for both before and after the appearance and availability of
products on the market. Therefore, from the perspective of ACEA, OEMs’ control over the
access to in-vehicle data and the car is critical to guarantee the safety and security of
the vehicle. More specifically, motor vehicles consist of highly technical complex systems
that must be in strict compliance with road safety regulations, product safety and quality
standards. Direct exchange of in-vehicle data with independent service providers would
lead to higher risks of cyberattacks and manipulation; in fact, a new external data interface
multiplies the potential targets and entry points. 246 At the same time, vehicle
manufacturers are not in a position to bear liability for defects or accidents related to
applications developed by third parties. For these reasons, vehicle manufacturers argue
that the connected car should be a closed system under their control to address any safety
and security issues.247
The above rationale fits well into the ‘extended vehicle’ model, in which all in-vehicle data
are transmitted directly to the car manufacturer’s servers. In other words, as the European
legislator obliges the OEM to ensure the safety and security of the vehicle it produces,
then any technical solutions whereby third parties would obtain access to vehicle data
without any form of control, authorisation or authentication by the car manufacturer
should be ruled out. In the absence of any form of control, hacks, distractions or
unintended consequences from the installation of additional software would be more
likely.248
A number of stakeholders, however, disagree with the OEMs’ argumentation. First, from
a technical perspective, the ‘extended vehicle’ model proposed by OEMs is not the
only solution to address the safety and security problem. For instance, the shared
server solution is built on the same technical architecture as the extended vehicle solution
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and can thus offer a similar level of safety and security. Kerber249 concludes that safety
and security are very important but do not justify the deployment of the extended vehicle
solution. TRL comes to the conclusion that the on-board application can ensure the same
level of safety and security. More specifically, some in-vehicle application platforms, such
as Apple CarPlay and Toyota T-Connect, allow access to the car’s infotainment system and
embed appropriate safeguards to tackle hazardous operations or improper distractions of
the driver.250 Similarly, Knobloch & Gröhn251 explain that granting an equal and fair access
to car-generated data via on-board applications is possible since some solutions are
already available and implemented by OEMs such as Volkswagen, Volvo and Audi. In
addition, the authors show that these solutions allow safe and secure real-time access to
in-vehicle data and not only infotainment data. Importantly, however, while several
solutions can reach the same level of safety and security, solutions outside the vehicle
might have certain cost advantages over solutions inside the vehicle, which require
greater investments.252
Second, liability rules would allow OEMs to process data only for the purpose of
complying with liability obligations, but not for other purposes. In other words, such
rights cannot automatically result in other usages of the data or in denying access to such
data to third parties.253 For instance, Regulation 2019/2144 on type-approval
requirements for motor vehicles, which aims at reinforcing on-board safety, clearly states
that “those security measures should not compromise the obligations of the vehicle
manufacturer to provide access to comprehensive diagnostic information and in-vehicle
data relevant to vehicle repair and maintenance”.254
With regard to cybersecurity, operators of intelligent transport systems may need to
comply with the provisions of the Directive concerning measures for a high common level
of security of network and information systems across the Union (NIS Directive).255 The
Directive sets out security and notification requirements for operators of essential
services as well as for digital service providers, such as cloud computing services.
Operators of essential services need to prevent and minimise the impact of disruptions
affecting the security of their systems, and take technical and organisational measures to
reduce the risk posed to the security of their network and information systems. Essential
operators are identified by Member States at the national level. Digital service providers
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face relatively softer requirements compared to operators of essential services; 256 they
are required to adopt security measures in line with international standards and notify
incidents that have a substantial impact on the provision of services. As the sector of
connected and automated vehicles develops, the NIS Directive may become more relevant
and apply to stakeholders in the field, but only in case of mass deployment. 257
Interestingly, there is an interplay between the NIS Directive and the GDPR when
personal data are involved. While the NIS Directive was adopted at the same time as the
GDPR, the two pieces of legislation do not reference each other in their respective texts.
Nevertheless, whenever personal data are handled by either operators of essential
services or digital service providers, both pieces of legislation need to be considered. The
compliance requirements are assessed separately,258 which may increase the
regulatory burden for stakeholders and particularly for SMEs.
4.3.4 Barriers to cross-border provision of services
Existing international and EU instruments contribute to harmonise national rules, thus
reducing cross-border barriers. Nevertheless, the current legal framework needs to be
updated to keep the pace with technological progress and facilitate the cross-border
provision of data-based mobility services.
For instance, a study carried out for the European Parliament 259 shows that in some
European jurisdictions the prescription periods are very limited when it comes to
extra-contractual liability claims, especially for damage caused by traffic accidents (e.g. in
Spain the limitation period is one year; in Switzerland, Greece and Italy two years; in
Croatia, Germany, Hungary and Sweden three years; in Luxembourg and the Netherlands
three years but only for claims against the insurer), even though, depending on the
circumstances, longer time-limits may be applied. The report clearly states that, in the
event of a cross-border traffic accident involving autonomous and connected cars, it is
“difficult, costly, and time consuming [for the victim] to identify the exact cause of the
accident, to provide proof of that cause, and consequently to decide against whom to bring
a liability claim (the owner of a car or its liability insurer on the one hand, or a car or
component manufacturer on the other)”.
Liability issues may pose substantial barriers to the functioning of the Single Market
in case the changes needed in legislation discussed above are not rapidly implemented at
the EU level. Member States addressing existing issues with national rules risks
leading to many different legal solutions. By way of example, France260 and
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Germany261 rely on a strict liability regime for the driver (keeper) of the vehicle. It
may well be expected that new technologies and the deployment, or even simple testing,
of connected and automated vehicles could lead to changes in national regimes. For the
time being, however, the liability rules laid down in French and German provisions have
been deliberately left unchanged. By contrast, the UK262 has revised the national liability
regime by holding the insurer liable in the event of damage incurred by the insured party
or any other third party in an accident involving an automated car. In case the vehicle is
uninsured, however, the owner is still held responsible.263 Similarly, Spain is working to
expand rules for self-driving vehicles, as well as modifying insurance rules to reflect
changes in technology.
Additionally, in some countries, although the specific rules and regulations for the use of
semi-autonomous or fully-autonomous vehicles on public roads are still to be adopted,
new legislative proposals have been recently submitted or approved regarding the testing
of autonomous vehicles, in some cases containing specifications on liability. For
instance, a 2017 legislative reform introduced in Hungary264 the new legal category of
‘“autonomous vehicle for development purposes’ and laid down rules on security and
liability, clarifying that operational liability for the autonomous vehicle lies with the
developer of the autonomous vehicle. In the same year, a new ordinance was adopted in
Sweden265 conferring upon the Swedish Transport Agency the responsibility for issuing
and supervising permits to carry out trials at all levels of automation on Swedish roads.
Under the law, the party that has been granted such permission is legally responsible for
the operation of autonomous cars and for damage caused by such vehicles operating in
self-driving mode. However, when vehicles operate at lower levels of automation or
manually, criminal and civil liability is borne by the driver. Autonomous transportation
remains a core topic also in the Netherlands,266 where the autonomous driving law entered
into force in July 2019,267 allowing, for the first time, trials of automated vehicles without
a driver physically present. In terms of the allocation of liability, recent Dutch case law
ruled that drivers remain fully liable when their vehicle is operating on autopilot.
Consistently, and also in line with the previous law of 2015, the new act places liability
with the ‘legal driver’, that is the person in the driver's seat or the person operating the
vehicle remotely.
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5.

Strategic barriers and role for EU interventions

This Section looks at strategic barriers that may be created by some of the players of the
market for data-based mobility services. First, the Section looks at pricing behaviours,
barriers in access to data and barriers in access to consumers, and checks whether some
of these barriers are relatively higher for SMEs. Then it focuses on the role of ex ante
regulation and ex post competition law enforcement to facilitate access to data and
increase competition in the market for mobility services.

5.1 Strategic barriers
Companies that intend to enter the market for data-based mobility services may face two
types of barriers. First, structural (or natural) barriers may be present in the market.
Such barriers are inherent to the digital economy (such as network effects268 or economies
of scale269) and may give a competitive advantage to first movers that are able to build
and rely on a sizeable installed customer base. While these barriers cannot be lifted, they
should be taken into account and mitigated when designing any policy or rule affecting
this market.270 Second, strategic barriers, which can be intentionally created by existing
market players to deter entry, may arise.271 In the current market for services based on
in-vehicle data, strategic barriers may be raised by OEMs. These barriers could materialise
in several ways, such as:
•
•
•
•

•

Charging different prices to different service providers to access the same data;
Setting prices to access data that are too high and do not allow the provision of
competitive data-based services;
Refusing requests to access data;
Making access to data conditional on the purchase of other products (e.g. an entire
database rather than the specific datapoints needed) or services (e.g. data
processing or data curation) sold by the data provider; and
Allowing consumers to purchase services only from authorised providers or offering
consumers free/discounted access to data-based services from authorised service
providers.

Strategic barriers are not necessarily anti-competitive but can be part of the business
strategy of any company that tries to create and maintain a competitive advantage over
its peers. When put in place by a player in a dominant position, 272 however, strategic
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barriers may impinge on the development of a competitive market for data-based
mobility services. In this respect, while data providers could seek to control/restrict
access to data, EU competition law prevents that such restrictions harm the functioning
of the market. Competition law may intervene where data providers which are in a
dominant position attempt to distort the market and hamper the provision of data-based
services.
The relevance of strategic barriers and their implications for the current market for
data-based mobility services, as emphasised by the feedback from stakeholders and
existing evidence, are discussed in what follows.
5.1.1 Pricing behaviour
The extended vehicle model can grant OEMs a strong bargaining power over data.
Assuming a widespread adoption of the extended vehicle solution, OEMs could theoretically
rely on a quasi-monopolistic market power and set the price for car-generated data to
maximise their revenues.273 OEMs could use their market power to set high prices and/or
discriminate between data users based on their willingness to pay. This may limit
competition in data-based mobility services, reduce consumers’ choices and hamper
innovation. These competition problems cannot be sufficiently mitigated through systems
competition between different OEMs.274
Most of the stakeholders interviewed for this Study, except OEMs, do believe that different
prices are charged to different data users to access the same car-generated data, and that
prices to access data are too high and do not allow the provision of competitive services
(see Figure 47). Importantly, however, not all providers of data-based services believe
that prices to access data are too high and some stakeholders consider the different pricing
as enabling rather than harming the provision of data-based services.
Martens and Mueller-Langer275 argue that if media and entertainment platforms with large
network effects among consumers (such as Apple iOS CarPlay or Android Auto) offer
vehicle versions of their services, OEMs might be under competitive pressure to install
such services in their car systems, as part of the bundle of services and applications they
are offering to their drivers. Otherwise, consumers might turn to other car brands. This
would allow large digital companies to enter the market of aftermarket and
complementary services, and use their competitive advantages with regard to data and
data analytics on these markets. At the same time, installing these services does not
directly affect the extended vehicle model or the manufacturer’s power vis-à-vis cargenerated data. From the consumer’s perspective, the price charged may be steep. For
instance, along BMW's own service applications (several packages are proposed), whose
prices vary between €69 and €299 per year, the car manufacturer offers Apple Carplay for
€300 per year.276 From the service providers’ perspective, app developers who wish to
offer services via Apple Carplay on e.g. a BMW are still required to purchase relevant car-
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generated data via the OEMs’ data store, paying a certain fee. Additionally, as for services
provided on mobile phones, app developers would also be charged up to 30% on their
revenue by Apple.
Figure 47: To what extent do you believe that different prices are charged to
different service providers to access the same data, and that prices to access
data are too high and do not allow the provision of competitive services?
(Breakdown by type of stakeholders)
3.50 (2)
3.60 (5)
3.50 (2)

Public stakeholders

Access prices are too high

5.00 (1)
1.67 (3)
5.00 (1)
3.27 (11)

Research and innovation institutions
Standard organisations
Component manufacturer

2.33 (3)
3.50 (6)
3.50 (2)

OEM/OEM associations

Different prices

5.00 (1)
1.00 (2)
3.50 (2)
3.36 (11)
1

2

3

4

Consumer associations
Providers of data-based services

5

Note: Results are not statistically representative; Likert scale: from 1 (not at all) to 5 (to the fullest extent).
The figure shows the average score of answers and the number of respondents.
Source: Authors’ own elaboration on in-depth interviews.

By relying on the ‘shared server’ solution, OEMs would transfer data to a third party’s
server and would not have any control over transactions with specific service providers.
In a nutshell, they would lose their position as gatekeepers. This scenario would prevent
OEMs from engaging in price discrimination or setting too high prices because data would
be directly transferred from the vehicle to the server, managed by a neutral group of
stakeholders. The report prepared by TRL also highlights that the deployment of a shared
server would help mitigate asymmetric information between OEMs and service providers.
Under the extended vehicle solution, OEMs are privileged observers of any transactions
between the vehicle driver and independent service providers, enjoying a competitive edge
over such service providers when it comes to the provision of their own services. 277
Importantly, however, the shared server solution would not solve all competition issues
and other types of strategic barriers would eventually persist since the OEM remains the
exclusive source of access to the car.278
5.1.2 Access to data
As discussed in Section 0, the car manufacturer is ultimately responsible for the safety
and security of the vehicle. Based on this argument and by means of the extended vehicle
solution currently deployed by some car manufacturers, OEMs may be able to decide
whether or not to grant access to data to third parties. As things stand now,
interviewed stakeholders report that in some cases OEMs are refusing to grant access to
car-generated data or are applying dissimilar conditions (other than price) to requests to
access the same dataset (see Figure 48). By contrast, tying and bundling practices (e.g.
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the need to purchase an entire database rather than specific types of data, or additional
services and products sold by the OEM) are reported to be less common.
Figure 48: To what extent are requests to access data refused, is data access
allowed only for those service providers that are willing to purchase the entire
database or additional services/products sold by the data provider, or data
providers do not allow service providers to access the data they need on equal
terms? (Breakdown by type of stakeholders)
3.33 (3)
3.33 (6)
4.50 (2)
5.00 (1)

Access requests refused
1.67 (3)
3.50 (2)
3.64 (11)

Public stakeholders

4.00 (1)
3.40 (5)
3.50 (2)

No equal terms

Research and innovation
institutions
5.00 (1)

2.00 (3)

Standard organisations

5.00 (1)
3.18 (11)

Component manufacturer
OEM/OEM associations

2.00 (1)
2.80 (5)
4.00 (2)
4.00 (1)

Purchase additional services

Consumer associations

2.00 (2)
4.00 (1)

Providers of data-based
services

2.09 (11)
2.50 (2)
2.17 (6)
3.00 (2)

Purchase entire database

4.00 (1)

2.50 (2)
1.00 (1)
2.00 (12)
1

2

3

4

5

Note: Results are not statistically representative; Likert scale: from 1 (not at all) to 5 (to the fullest extent).
The figure shows the average score of answers and the number of respondents.
Source: Authors’ own elaboration on in-depth interviews.

From the point of view of independent operators, the extended vehicle model does not
ensure independent and undistorted access to car data. Various stakeholder groups, such
as insurance companies, road authorities, and repair and maintenance operators, call for
an interim solution: “Vehicle manufacturers shall provide as from 01.01.2020
non-discriminatory access for independent service providers to the in-vehicle telematics
systems as used by themselves, and to those in-vehicle systems and interfaces which they
grant to other third-party service providers for access to in-vehicle generated data and
in-vehicle functions in terms of data depth, quality and functionality”. 279 In response to
the increasing demand for access to in-vehicle data and resources from this group of
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stakeholders, the WG6 of the C-ITS Platform280 has also carried out a study identifying
different alternatives to the extended vehicle model, including the shared server platform,
the in-vehicle interface and the on-board application platform. While the in-vehicle
interface and the on-board application platform would require more complex technical
configurations and a longer roadmap to implement, the shared server solution (which
entails access to data via a server controlled by a consortium of stakeholders rather than
the car manufacturers) is considered to be an appropriate interim option. 281
In certain circumstances, when car manufacturers are deemed to be in a dominant
position, authorities may intervene to establish fair access to data. For instance, in the
case of the merger between Daimler and BMW in car-sharing mobility (2018), the
European Commission identified a high risk for providers of applications to be shut out
after the merger. More specifically, BMW and Daimler were both providing car-sharing
services in several cities in Europe, where competition from other car-sharing service
providers was still limited. The Commission assessed that after the merger the two
companies would have had the capacity to prevent application providers as well as
providers of car-sharing services from accessing relevant data, thus favouring Daimler's
own application and car-sharing services. Therefore, the Commission approved the merger
only with remedies, including: i) granting an application programming interface (API)
access to all third parties to ensure that they can direct users to Daimler and BMW's
car-sharing services; and ii) providing access to Daimler "moovel" application for
interested independent service providers.282
To mitigate the effects of exclusive rights over data, some scholars 283 advocate the use of
compulsory licensing, that is a mechanism whereby governments grant the data user
the right to access and use the data without the consent of the ‘data holder’. In the field
of in-vehicle data, a survey conducted by the European Commission 284 reveals that some
stakeholders call for some form of obligation to licence data access. Furthermore, to
comply with Article 102(c) of the TFEU, 285 data providers shall, in principle, grant data
access to service providers on equal terms. However, Mäger and Neideck 286 remark that
certain conditions need to be met to identify the so-called ‘dominant position’ and conclude
that the assessment of these issues can only be made on a case-by-case basis, while
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taking into account the specific nature of the data and the overall contributions that these
data can provide to the economy.
5.1.3 Access to consumers
Most of the consulted stakeholders confirm that, to a large extent, consumers can only
purchase data-based mobility services from providers that are authorised by the ‘data
provider’ (i.e. the OEM in this specific circumstance). The lack of a transparent
authorisation system is identified as a crucial issue (see also Section 0), which directly
affects some of the providers of data-based services consulted for this Study (see Figure
49) and indirectly affects consumers’ choices. By relying on their own certification process,
OEMs may be able to prioritise their own services at the expense of third-party services.
The fact that consumers can get free and/or discounted access to data-based
mobility services from providers that are authorised by the OEM (the ‘data provider’) is
reported as a relatively less common practice (see Figure 49). The example of Apple
Carplay provided in Section 0shows, however, that some OEMs do charge lower prices for
their own services compared to those provided by large digital platforms.
Figure 49: To what extent can consumers only purchase and get free/discounted
access to data-based mobility services from service providers that are authorised
by the data provider?
3.00 (3)
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Note: Results are not statistically representative; Likert scale: from 1 (not at all) to 5 (to the fullest extent).
The figure shows the average score of answers and the number of respondents.
Source: Authors’ own elaboration on in-depth interviews.

Reportedly, the extended vehicle solution proposed by OEMs may limit competition on
aftermarkets and markets for complementary services. Even when access is granted to
certain service providers, the control by OEMs of aftermarkets and complementary
services through the contractual relationships with these providers should not be
underestimated.287 Nonetheless, even without a direct control over the data and the
contractual relations with service providers (e.g. under the shared server model), OEMs
could still create strategic barriers by e.g. offering loyalty discounts to drivers. For
instance, OEMs could propose drivers to rely on repairers belonging to their own network
in exchange of a warranty extension or customer loyalty programmes of franchised
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dealers.288 As explained by FIA Region I, 289 a majority of customers believe that not using
the repair services offered by the car manufacturer could make the warranty void, even
when this is not true (see also Section 0).
5.1.4 SMEs versus large companies
The representatives of SMEs interviewed for this Study believe that strategic barriers
play a more prominent role in the EU market for data-based mobility services compared
to the representatives of large companies (see Figure 50). Similarly, a study conducted
by SMEunited290 reveals that SMEs cope with increasing unfair practices when trading with
more powerful market players. Due to the growing digitalisation and the central role played
by data, some market participants may rely on new forms of market dominance related
to data access. For example, as long as OEMs have control over car-generated data,
start-ups and SMEs have very limited bargaining power when negotiating a data access
licence and may not be able to afford the price of such a licence. In particular, a
consultation survey carried out by the European Commission291 among a panel of 979
SMEs covering three key sectors, including the automotive industry, indicates that unfair
or unjustified practices regarding access to data, such as unreasonably high licence
fees or the unpredictable termination of a contract, negatively affect 73% of the companies
that reported difficulties in obtaining data from another organisation.
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Figure 50: Strategic barriers (Breakdown by SMEs and large companies)
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Note: Results are not statistically representative; Likert scale: from 1 (not at all) to 5 (to the fullest extent).
The figure shows the average score of answers and the number of respondents.
Source: Authors’ own elaboration on in-depth interviews.

5.2 Regulation and competition in the market for data-based mobility services
To avoid potential abuses of dominant position and foster competition in the provision of
mobility services, EU legislation has intervened in multiple cases in the automotive sector.
These specific interventions generally aimed to facilitate access to data and therefore
protect more vulnerable companies, such as SMEs. In 2007, the EU enacted rules to
ensure fair competition between OEMs and independent service providers by obliging
OEMs to grant the same access to data on RMI to authorised and independent service
providers (Regulation (EC) 715/2007 292; Regulation (EU) 461/2010293). Authorised and
independent repairers can, therefore, access RMI through websites at “reasonable and
proportionate” fees proposed by manufacturers. Regulation (EU) 2018/858, 294 amending
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Regulation (EC) No 715/2007 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 June 2007 on type approval
of motor vehicles with respect to emissions from light passenger and commercial vehicles (Euro 5 and Euro
6) and on access to vehicle repair and maintenance information, OJ L 171, 29.6.2007, pp. 1–16. Available
at: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32007R0715&from=EN
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Commission Regulation (EU) No 461/2010 of 27 May 2010 on the application of Article 101(3) of the Treaty
on the Functioning of the European Union to categories of vertical agreements and concerted practices in
the motor vehicle sector, OJ L 129, 28.5.2010, pp. 52–57. Available at: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32010R0461&from=EN
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Regulation (EU) 2018/858 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 30 May 2018 on the approval and
market surveillance of motor vehicles and their trailers, and of systems, components and separate technical
units intended for such vehicles, amending Regulations (EC) No 715/2007 and (EC) No 595/2009 and
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Regulation (EC) No 715/2007, has widened the scope of vehicle categories (Article 2). 295
More importantly, it takes into account the increasing use of connectivity in remote
diagnostics by requiring that “independent operators shall have access to the remote
diagnosis services used by manufacturers and authorised dealers and repairers” (Article
61). In addition, Delegated Regulation (EU) No 886/2013 296 (supplementing Directive
2010/40/EU) guarantees access to road safety-related data on a free-of-charge basis.
Regulation 2015/758297 complements the Delegated Regulation by improving road safety
through an open-access platform, and ensures reasonable and proportionate fees to all
independent operators for RMI.
Nevertheless, due to the rapid evolution of data-based sectors, some of these pieces of
legislation need to be adapted swiftly to remain effective. In this context, a report
assessing the state of operation of the RMI access system for vehicles identifies the main
areas at stake that require amendments to enhance the effectiveness of EU rules.298
By way of example, one of the recommended revisions relates to the need to clarify the
difference between security-related and safety-related data. Also, the report calls for a
re-examination of the principle of ‘unrestricted and standardised access in a
non-discriminatory manner’. More generally, in the new context of connected vehicles,
many more innovative services are expected to proliferate. The policy debate on
competition and leveraging market power, therefore, goes beyond the traditional case of
repair, maintenance and road-safety data.299
So far, independent service providers working on complementary services (other
than repair and maintenance) have not yet been granted similar rights and need to rely
on general competition law provisions (e.g. Article 101 and 102 of the TFEU - and
comparable national rules). For instance, Article 102 of the TFEU prohibits abuses of
dominant position that affect trade between Member States. Such abuses include, inter
alia, unfair prices or trading conditions, limiting production, markets or technical
development to the prejudice of consumers and the application of dissimilar conditions to
equivalent transactions with other trading parties. While the proper application of
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competition rules may lift strategic barriers and ultimately ensure fair access to data for
the provision of mobility services, competition law may not be the most effective solution
in this specific case.
In the area of data sharing, where markets are evolving dynamically, the ex post
application of competition rules is deemed too slow and insufficient. Companies,
particularly SMEs, coping with cash flow constraints, could be out of the business even
before the antitrust case is concluded.300 The public consultation carried out by the
European Commission301 in 2017 on Building a European Data Economy, 302 which involved
380 stakeholders (businesses, self-employed individuals and citizens), finds that about
half the companies using data have faced difficulties in accessing data held by others,
particularly in the automotive aftersales market. Around one-third of respondents believe
that competition rules do not fully address such a problem. By contrast, large firms believe
that current competition law adequately tackles the problem of abuse of dominant
position.
Overall, while attention towards ex ante regulation gains prominence, the European
Commission stated, in its Data Strategy Communication, that “overly detailed,
heavy-handed ex ante regulation” must be avoided. The Communication acknowledges,
however, that the automotive sector is at the forefront of the debate on data access and
data sharing, as this area represents a strategic asset for Europe. The Commission
committed to review the EU type approval legislation for motor vehicles to open it up
to more car data-based services. The review will, inter alia, look at how data is made
accessible by OEMs, the necessary procedures to comply with data protection rules, and
the role and rights of the car owner.303 Facilitating access to car-generated data would not
only help service providers seize new market opportunities, but also broaden consumers’
choices.
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6.

Other barriers

6.1 Limited interoperability and data standardisation
Interoperability is “the ability of two or more systems or components to exchange
information and to use the information that has been exchanged”.304 In the context of
vehicle-generated data, the key interoperability issues to be addressed relate to semantic
and technical interoperability. Semantic interoperability designates the ability of
information exchanged between systems to be interpreted without ambiguity,305 while
technical interoperability requires that the technical means are in place to allow data
transfers between systems, such as digital networks and relevant communications
protocols.306 In the field of car-data sharing, interoperability barriers can relate to e.g.
how data are processed, either within the vehicle (in case of an on-board application
platform) or when data are transmitted from the vehicle to an external server. Standards
and protocols play an important role in ensuring that data can be transferred and
interpreted with ease between systems and applications.
Similarly to data in other industries, in-vehicle data are stored, shared and reused through
different solutions, such as APIs, software development kits (SDKs), file transfer protocol
(FTP) servers and web-portals. According to consulted stakeholders, achieving full
interoperability is an outstanding, major and global challenge for creating, storing and
exchanging data in the automotive sector (see Figure 51). Research works307 also show
that interoperability between the different car components is a cornerstone when
designing a safe in-vehicle embedded system. In this respect, most of the stakeholders
interviewed for this Study believe that developing specific standards for the automotive
industry is important. Almost all stakeholders agree that some standards already exist;
the industry, however, is missing a common and shared standard for car-generated data,
whose absence may affect the development of the EU market for data-based mobility
services (see Figure 51). Limited data standardisation and interoperability are, more
generally, major impediments to building a European data economy. 308
Interoperability issues pose challenges to the functioning of the Internal Market, especially
because OEMs, component manufacturers and service providers tend to rely on their own
proprietary standards. As such, limited interoperability generates high curation costs to
ensure the quality of data, to allow for reuse as well as to adapt and transform data for
transfers from one company to another, leading also to high costs to develop new
services (see Figure 51). Some stakeholders consulted for this Study argue that these
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costs may diminish as the market becomes more mature and solutions adopted by some
of the players become more widespread. Nevertheless, the expedite adoption of a common
standard in the automotive industry would considerably reduce the costs and efforts that
go into the development of new services. Processing and curating vehicle-generated data
is highly time-consuming, and to combine and make sense of different datasets companies
require skilled teams. As a consequence, service providers who are relatively less
technologically advanced or can only rely on smaller teams face higher challenges in
processing car-generated data and, therefore, have fewer chances to join the in-vehicle
data economy.309
Figure 51: To what extent do you believe that limited data interoperability and
lack of standards pose challenges to the EU market for data-based mobility
services, generate high curation costs to prepare and combine data for sharing
and reuse or cause high costs for the development of new services?
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Note: Results are not statistically representative; Likert scale: from 1 (not at all) to 5 (to the fullest extent).
The figure shows the average score of answers and the number of respondents.
Source: Authors’ own elaboration on in-depth interviews.

According to FIGIEFA, in the digital era, interoperability would improve data access and
increase competition in the automotive aftermarket.310 Seamless interoperability is a
success factor for the digitalisation of the automotive industry and can lead to
marketing and sales opportunities. 311 According to the report prepared by TRL, 312 all
technical solutions are able to deliver similar levels of interoperability. In this context,
FIGIEFA313 proposes an ‘interoperability by design’ approach, which is possible under the
on-board application platform solution.
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Nonetheless, some additional factors should be taken into account when dealing with data
standardisation and interoperability. By way of example, some OEMs believe that an
interoperable and standardised architecture would limit innovation as well as competition
between car manufacturers. OEMs would rather agree with the implementation of a
system to convert car-generated data into a shared format, similar to the toolbox
developed under the GENEDI initiative. 314 This initiative supports the transmission of
statistical data from national authorities to Eurostat. In a nutshell, its tasks include
reorganising data, validating input files, converting data into a shared format and transmit
data to Eurostat. A similar tool in the automotive sector would help car repairers and
providers of data-based services to work in cooperation with several brands, without the
need to adapt their data systems. Other models of interoperability are developed in the
car industry, such as a modelling language that can be shared among the different
actors.315
At EU level, several initiatives to promote standardisation and interoperability in
the automotive sector have been launched. Most notably, the C-Roads Platform brings
together Member State authorities and road operators to harmonise and link C-ITS across
Europe.316 The Platform is co-financed by the EU. Its main activities include sharing of
knowledge and experience, implementation of national pilot projects, and inter-site testing
to verify interoperability and link pilot projects in different Member States. To accomplish
these tasks, several working groups and task forces have been formed, working on aspects
such as technical specifications, assessment and evaluation, and harmonisation. The CRoads projects aim, inter alia, to increase harmonisation and interoperability of data-based
services across Member States. In addition, the Datex II format,317 endorsed by the
European Commission, is designed to overcome limitations in terms of data portability on
a cross-border basis. It applies to four different categories of data: a) multimodal travel
information; b) real-time traffic information; c) safety-related traffic information; and d)
safe and secure truck parking information. The advantage of this format is the possibility
to divide traffic data into data streams dedicated to specific purposes (e.g. traffic rules,
incidents, parking, etc.). This makes data streams secure and minimises disruptions. The
format is mainly suitable for exchanges between traffic management centres and with
large traffic information operators. However, these exchanges have recently become
possible in an interoperable form with providers of data-based services, who can then
process the dynamic traffic and travel data and create pan-European business
opportunities.

6.2 Technical enablers
In addition to the interoperability requirements discussed above, several other factors,
which are relevant in a wider policy context, could also play an important part in the
provision of data-based mobility services in the EU. The stakeholders consulted for this
Study identified the following technical aspects that contribute to enabling such
services:
•

High-speed Internet. A strong collaboration between Member States, as well as
the private and public sectors, is fundamental to develop high-speed and reliable
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•

mobile Internet connectivity, which is key for the provision of data-based mobility
services (see for example the 5G PPP project318). The roll-out of connected and
automated cars highly depends on the quality of infrastructures since vehicle
systems need to communicate via an Internet connection to exchange data. As
such, telecom operators across countries must ensure seamless connectivity
and uninterrupted network coverage; and
Synergies between the public and private sectors. The public sector can play
a central role to facilitate access to as well as the exchange and reuse of
transport-related data via the so-called National Access Points to foster the
development and provision to end users of EU-wide interoperable travel and traffic
services. In National Access Points, data should be accessible on a
non-discriminatory basis and in accordance with the necessary standards.319
Combining both public and private data, especially with the emergence of new
services such as carpooling, ride-sharing and other micro-mobility services, is key
to offer integrated services. For example, the combination of public and private
data would allow to provide in a single application information and mobility services
involving both public transportation and private vehicles (e.g. car sharing). More
tailored mobility services, involving both public and private players, could
discourage individuals from taking their own cars and help reduce emissions.320

6.3 Knowledge and skills
On average, stakeholders interviewed for this Study explained that the shortage of data
workers (e.g. software engineers, data architects and data scientists), in-house
professionals (e.g. legal experts, marketing and communication experts and sales staff)
and external experts (e.g. consultants, lawyers and researchers) represents only to some
extent an obstacle to the provision of data-based mobility services in the EU (see Figure
52).
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Figure 52: To what extent do you believe that there is a shortage of data workers,
professionals or external experts who are able to support the provision of databased mobility services?
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Note: Results are not statistically representative; Likert scale: from 1 (not at all) to 5 (to the fullest extent).
The figure shows the average score of answers and the number of respondents.
Source: Authors’ own elaboration on in-depth interviews.

Nevertheless, this problem affects different actors in an asymmetric way. For
instance, data-based service providers, component manufacturers, and research and
innovation institutions interviewed for this Study seem to face less issues in attracting
skilled data workers than OEMs, public stakeholders and standard organisations. These
answers, however, should be read along with other factors such as the Member State in
which the stakeholders operate.
Between 2017 and 2019, the number of professional developers (data workers) grew in
most European countries and sectors. Interestingly, similar figures for the US show a
stable (or even decreasing) trend.321 According to the European Commission, however, in
the domain of Big Data, around 500,000 positions were unfilled in 2017 in the EU-27.322
In Germany, the Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and Energy has expressed concern
about the skills shortage in some specific regions and fields, such as mechanical and
automotive
engineering,
electrical
engineering,
IT
and
software
development/programming.323
Interviewed stakeholders stress that major disparities exist between different places
of business. When it comes to the shortage of data workers, European countries and
even cities fiercely compete to attract such professionals. Some stakeholders consulted
for this Study argue that the data worker shortage in the country where they are
established is due to an important outflow of highly skilled data workers towards
other European countries that are proving to be more attractive. This is a general
observation in the area of Big Data. Figure 53 shows important differences in terms of
attractiveness for data workers between European regions. More specifically, the UK and
Ireland, Austria, Germany and Switzerland (D-A-CH), and the Nordic regions record net
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inflows of data workers; by contrast, Southern and Eastern European countries are
characterised by net outflows.324
Figure 53: Flows of data workers across European regions

Note: D-A-CH stands for Austria, Germany and Switzerland.
Source: Atomico, “The State of European Tech 2018”.

Any geographic imbalance will be further affected by two tendencies registered in the
sector for data-based mobility services: crowdsourcing and teleworking. Schmidt325
explains that the development of self-driving cars highly depends on self-learning
algorithms, requiring a large amount of ‘training’ data and a sizeable amount of work to
properly label data. Resorting to crowdsourcing (i.e. gathering information and/or input
for a specific task by relying on a very large number of people, usually via the Internet)
for dealing with large amounts of data is already an established practice in some areas
and can also be a promising opportunity for the development of automated driving.326 This
trend is expected to grow at a rapid pace. In addition, there is a strong tendency for data
workers to work remotely. Around 70% of the tech companies surveyed by Atomico, of all
sizes, claim to have increased the share of remote workers.327 With the outbreak of the
current sanitary crisis, teleworking is likely to become even more common. There are,
however, potential socio-economic risks associated with this trend. Teleworking may
exacerbate geographical imbalances and brain drain by removing barriers such as the need
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for workers to relocate to a different country to work in a specific field for a specific
company.
Moreover, consulted stakeholders explained that there is a growing need for data workers
with a more multidisciplinary background, as the processing of in-vehicle data requires
cross-cutting skills and good understanding of the sector’s specificities (e.g. automotive
technology, legal and data privacy issues, security and communications). Any shortage is
exacerbated by the rapid developments in the digital area, which may result in a growing
number of unfilled positions. In this regard, some of the stakeholders interviewed for this
Study emphasised that there is a lack of EU-wide platforms for the exchange of
knowledge and expertise such as platforms for know-how exchange and training,
dissemination forums, public digital libraries, portals, etc. This may limit opportunities to
upskill data workers. The report by Atomico confirms that the spread of knowledge across
Europe is heterogeneous.328
While data workers are at the core of the data processing, in-house professionals (e.g.
legal experts, marketing and communication experts and sales staff) and external experts
(e.g. consultants, lawyers and researchers) are equally important to develop data-based
mobility services in the EU. Needless to say, legal experts and lawyers are key to ensure
compliance with the GDPR as well as to draft contractual agreements to address liability
issues. In the same vein, from a business perspective, some stakeholders acknowledge,
in line with the European Commission’s Communication on a European Cloud Initiative,329
that there is a significant need for skilled workers able to understand the value of data
and develop data-based business models. Moreover, as is the case for data workers,
consulted stakeholders are also concerned about the impact of the rapid changes in the
data-based economy on the skills and knowledge of in-house professionals and external
experts, with major implications in terms of reskilling and upskilling.
According to a survey conducted by SMEunited, digitalisation is the biggest challenge SMEs
have to face.330 SMEunited explain that huge discrepancies exist between front-runner
SMEs developing new technologies and ‘followers’ needing to adapt to new technologies. 331
Today, only 17% of SMEs are able to take the lead in the digital economic transition against
54% of large companies.332 One of the main challenges for SMEs lies in a growing skill
mismatch, particularly a lack of staff with a good balance of general, technical,
digital and transversal skills.333 In the same vein, the European Commission
acknowledges that a major share of SMEs are not aware of the potential of data and face
shortage of skilled employees. Over 70% of EU SMEs recognise access to skilled workers
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as a substantial barrier.334 In addition, Otero335 emphasises the difficulties that SMEs
encounter when drafting B2B license contracts for the exchange of data due to a lack of
legal expertise.
To increase awareness and coordinate the exchange of best practices, knowledge
and digital expertise among SMEs, SMEunited proposed to develop a platform, the
so-called ‘Digital Knowledge Centre’.336 In particular, such a platform would help SMEs
address issues in five domains: skills development, financial support, capacity building,
appropriate infrastructure and standardisation. In the same vein, some of the stakeholders
consulted for this Study call for the development of a platform where various groups
of stakeholders could exchange knowledge and skills in the area of automotive
data sharing. In this context, the Automotive Sector Skills Alliance has been already
launched in the context of the blueprint for sectoral cooperation on skills,337 one of the key
initiatives of the new Skills agenda for Europe. To bridge sector-specific skills gaps, the
project aims at gathering key stakeholders to identify skills shortage in specific industries.
In particular, the DRIVES (Development and Research on Innovative Vocational
Educational Skills) project is designed to provide human capital solutions to the entire
automotive supply chain. The project mobilises over seven million workers from
270,450 companies of all sizes across Europe specialised in vehicle production, automotive
supply, and sales and aftermarket services.
On a more general note, progressing on the European Cloud Initiative, which aims at
building a competitive data and knowledge economy in Europe, would help reap
the full potential of the data-driven economy and stop the drain of highly talented workers
outside the EU.338 This ambitious European infrastructure aspires to bring together all
market players and create synergies between the academia, and the private and public
sectors. At the same time, this initiative needs to be accompanied by adequate educational
programmes capable of strengthening and improving cooperation between these different
actors, as spelled out in the blueprint for sectoral cooperation on skills.

6.4 Financial barriers for SMEs
Faced with the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, the problem of access to financing
is of greater concern to SMEs in 2020 than in previous years. Indeed, according to the
Survey on the Access to Finance of Enterprises, 10% of the surveyed SMEs stated that
access to finance is one of their main concerns. 339 In particular, a study carried out by the
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European Commission340 explains that while bank loans traditionally represent the
main source of funding for SMEs in all EU countries, “access to bank financing is much
more difficult for innovative, smaller and younger SMEs”. These entities often lack
collateral and equity as well as a well-established relationship with financial institutions.
Loan availability, however, hides important discrepancies at the Member State level. Due
to the variety of the banking landscape across Europe, SMEs experience more difficulties
in accessing bank financing in countries such as Ireland, Estonia or the Netherlands, where
a few large banks account for more than 80% of the market share, resulting in less
favourable financing conditions than in Austria, Denmark, France or Germany, where the
high number of banks makes it possible to further support the local economy with better
financing conditions.
At the same time, the shortage of transversal skills (see also the discussion on skills and
knowledge Section 0) may also result in SMEs being less aware of financial
opportunities that may be available to them. A study conducted by CEPS341 points out
that the complex financing landscape can be a hurdle as well. In particular, the far too
wide variety of funds to finance innovative SMEs is likely to increase management and
administrative costs, while also making it difficult for SMEs to access funding given the
effort and knowledge necessary to navigate this complex landscape.
Beyond the need for funds, other factors can turn out to be rapidly onerous and can
dissuade SMEs from engaging in data exchange models or force them to exit the
market:342
•

•

Infrastructure and facilities. Providing support for the development of a
sufficient level of infrastructure (for instance, ICT facilities, laboratories, and even
legal support) would enable innovative SMEs to perform testing of real-life
prototypes. In the field of data economy, infrastructure support could inter alia feed
into the development of solid data protection systems. By focusing on this issue,
the government would support the development of innovative SMEs and, more
generally, boost innovation and the cutting-edge technology. In addition, solid
infrastructure would enhance confidence from users/stakeholders (see Section 0);
A more SME-friendly patent system. Two studies from the European Patent
Office (2019)343 and European Union Intellectual Property Office (2019) 344 show
that SMEs that have engaged in Intellectual Property Right activities tend to grow
at a faster pace than other SMEs. A trend that is even more prominent for hightech SMEs. However in many Member States, oligopolies among commercial patent
lawyers have been formed, increasing the costs for SMEs; and
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•

Access to justice. SMEs often lack the resources to sustain litigation over a long
period of time. As highlighted in Section 0, the slow and insufficient ex post
enforcement of competition rules can lead to considerable legal costs for SMEs,
especially in the area of open innovation where creative SMEs may not have
sufficient bargaining power against large firms. Such costs could drive some SMEs
out of the market.
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7. Policy recommendations
With technological advancements and an increasing focus on the data economy,
opportunities to bolster mobility have been significantly increasing, paving the way for the
development of connected cars and automated vehicles. At the same time, any novel
development also triggers questions, such as how to ensure that potential benefits are
maximised, barriers to innovation are lifted and any risks to stakeholders in the
field are minimised.
This Study has taken stock of the key regulatory barriers and market deficiencies in the
field of B2B data sharing for connected and automated vehicles. The barriers and
deficiencies identified mainly relate to: i) the requirements applicable across the EU for
the protection of personal data; ii) the uncertainty about the ownership of
vehicle-generated data as well as the debate about data access rights; iii) the need for
clarity about who is held liable in case of damage stemming from data-driven services and
how the quality of data should be ensured in a marketplace; iv) the potential strategic
barriers to accessing data; and v) other barriers including the need for technical enablers,
and interoperable systems and processes to facilitate data flows, as well as the need for
digital skills.
In light of the findings presented in this Study, this concluding Section puts forward
preliminary policy recommendations to support data sharing for connected cars
and automated vehicles. More detailed policy actions to address the barriers and
deficiencies identified in this Study are presented in a separate report.345
Lifting regulatory barriers
Consent requirements. The GDPR provides a comprehensive framework for data
protection in the EU, ultimately fostering data sharing by building trust and ensuring that
any personal data exchanged is protected in accordance with high standards.
Nevertheless, this framework could be enhanced by further clarifying some provisions
included in the GDPR, as lack of clarity and legal uncertainty may increase business costs.
For instance, it is unclear whether the provision of data-based services that generate large
societal benefits, such as road safety services, could lawfully rely on vehicle-generated
data without data subjects’ consent.
Cross-border provision of services. While harmonising data protection rules across the
EU, the GDPR leaves some room for different interpretations by national DPAs and courts.
For instance, DPAs can adopt different types of sanctions in case of infringement and
already apply different rules to visual personal data generated by vehicle dashcams.
Fragmentation increases compliance costs for companies operating in several Member
States and impinges on cross-border provision of data-based mobility services.
Coordination between Member States should be ensured when it comes to the
implementation and interpretation of the GDPR in the field of cooperative, connected and
automated mobility, especially with regard to innovative applications and technologies.
Data portability. The GDPR also introduced data portability as a central element of its
user-centric framework for data protection. To support the consistent application of data
portability in the automotive field, further guidance on how this principle applies to
vehicle-generated data would be needed.
Anonymisation. With an abundance of different types of data, what data are to be
considered personal in the context of connected vehicles and mobility-related applications
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does not appear to be straightforward in all cases. This question has implications for data
anonymisation and the techniques considered appropriate to avoid reidentification. Further
guidance in this area would be necessary to avoid the proliferation of different
interpretations. Particular areas that should be further examined include what can be
considered as anonymous, vehicle-generated data and clarity on relevant anonymisation
techniques that are GDPR-compliant.
Liability rules. As new technologies and data-based applications are deployed in the field
of connected vehicles and mobility, uncertainty about who is liable for damages that may
arise from the use of the new applications becomes an important issue. As such, the
existing legal instruments should be revised to properly address liability issues and
contemplate a shift from individual to shared responsibility. The problem could be
addressed, to some extent, by revising the Vienna Convention. EU legislation setting
liability rules (e.g. the Product Liability Directive and the Motor Insurance Directive) should
also be amended to account for current gaps and new risks associated with connected and
autonomous vehicles. In addition, a coordinated EU approach is necessary to ensure that
the national legal frameworks for liability are updated in a coherent manner across the
EU.
Legal clarity over data ownership. Data generated in the context of connected vehicles
and mobility-related applications and the novel ways in which they can be used raise the
question of who owns the data and what rights different parties have to access them. In
this respect, the distinction between what can be considered personal or non-personal
data is important. The EDPB should intervene to clarify what vehicle-generated data (if
any) can be considered as non-personal and under what conditions. In addition, the EU
legislators could intervene to establish a new EU right in non-personal vehicle-generated
data.
Fostering competition and innovation
Pricing behaviour. Fair and equal access to vehicle-generated data should not
necessarily entail the application of the very same price to all data users. Differential
pricing schemes can be beneficial for innovation and competition, provided that a clear
price governance framework is in place. Such a framework should ensure, inter alia, that:
i) pricing rules are transparent; and ii) reduced access prices can be applied in specific
cases and to certain categories of data users to foster innovation and research (for
instance, to support innovative SMEs and research institutes that may otherwise be unable
to access vehicle-generated data).
Access to data. The conditions under which access to data is granted or whether requests
to access data are accepted at all have crucial implications for competition and the
development of innovative, data-based mobility services. The introduction of technical
solutions to access data inside the vehicle may address the problem by giving more control
to vehicle owners/drivers. In case vehicle-generated data can be accessed via a shared
server operated by a neutral server provider, fair and equal access to data requires clear
and transparent rules to be agreed upon. In other cases where a shared server is not
used, a compulsory licensing system may be applied to mitigate the effects of any
exclusive rights over data.
Certification/authorisation of service providers. A more transparent process could
be put in place to facilitate access to the market for third-party service providers while
ensuring the safety and security of vehicles. In this respect, a certification process
managed by an independent accreditation body could be considered. This accreditation
body could be in charge of defining or selecting security standards and other relevant
aspects.
Access to customers. While a framework for accessing data is important, also the means
to gain access to customers play a crucial role in how data-based service providers can
enter the market. In this regard, customers should receive transparent information on the
range of services they can access and, especially, on aftersales services. The European
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Commission may play a role by ensuring better enforcement of the Directive concerning
unfair business-to-consumer commercial practices (Directive 2005/29/EC) 346 and the
Directive concerning misleading and comparative advertising (Directive 2006/114/EC).347
In addition, insofar certain players of the automotive sector will act as intermediaries
between service providers and consumers, the Regulation on promoting fairness and
transparency for business users of online intermediation services (Regulation (EU)
2019/1150)348 and the upcoming Digital Service Act349 may also apply.
Limited scope of legislation on in-vehicle data access. EU rules for accessing
vehicle-generated data need to be adapted swiftly to remain effective in the context of the
rapid evolution of data-based sectors. The fair access to in-vehicle data needs to go
beyond repair and maintenance, and road-safety data to cover other complementary and
emerging services (which can include, for instance, diagnosis and prognosis support,
location-based services, and cooperative and highly automated driving). In this respect,
the European Commission has already committed to review the EU type approval
legislation for motor vehicles and open it up to more in-vehicle data-based services.
Encouraging cooperation
Limited standardisation and interoperability. Full interoperability is an outstanding,
major and global challenge for creating, storing and exchanging data in the automotive
sector. Limited interoperability generates high curation costs when data are transferred
from one company to another and, ultimately, high costs to develop new services. To
foster data sharing, standards for in-vehicle data should be promoted and standardisation
bodies should work closely together to develop such standards, engaging also different
groups of stakeholders, including car manufacturers, automotive suppliers, network
operators and software developers. To this end, the categories of data urgently requiring
specific standards should be identified. In addition, the sharing of best practices and
initiatives to enhance interoperability should be promoted.
Lack of integrated mobility services. The development and provision to end users of
integrated EU-wide mobility services (e.g. services that combine public transportation with
carpooling, ride-sharing and other micro-mobility options) have not reached their full
potential. More coordination at the EU level would facilitate access to, exchange and reuse
of public and private transport data to foster such integrated services.
Need for skills and know-how exchange. There is a growing need for data workers
with a more multidisciplinary background, as the processing of in-vehicle data requires
cross-cutting skills and good understanding of the sector’s specificities. In particular, one
of the main challenges for SMEs lies in a growing skill mismatch, including a lack of staff
with a good balance of general, technical, digital and transversal skills. The EU could play
a key role in facilitating the exchange of best practices, knowledge and digital expertise
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among providers of data-based mobility services and especially SMEs, by setting up a
collaborative platform where all players could find targeted information for automotive
data sharing.
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